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As far as I know, and I have seen no 

evidence to the contrary, her instruc-
tions were followed. They were sepa-
rated. I have seen no evidence to the 
contrary. So I hope our debate and 
what I have been able to say and put in 
the record will put to rest any concerns 
colleagues may have about Mrs. 
Smith’s honesty and her integrity. 

Her honesty and her integrity are un-
assailable. Is she infallible? Never 
makes a mistake? Well, I do not know 
of any living human being who can say 
that. But does she recognize and cor-
rect it? Absolutely—as we all do. Well, 
again, honesty and integrity, unassail-
able in her performance as commis-
sioner of labor in the State of New 
York. 

Again, I will point out, this pilot 
project was a $6,000 pilot project. She 
was in charge of running an agency 
with an $11 billion, that is spelled with 
a B, $11 billion budget; 4,000 employees 
across the State of New York. This was 
a $6,000 pilot project. We have to kind 
of keep that in perspective as to how 
high it was on her viewing screen. 

Well, quite frankly, I think this 
whole delay from last April would have 
been avoided if more of my colleagues 
on the other side had taken the time to 
sit down with Patricia Smith, talk 
with her, and hear her side of the story. 

I also think it would have been avoid-
ed if you read all the letters of support 
from business groups in New York, 
from the attorneys, the district attor-
neys in New York representing all dif-
ferent political parties and ideologies. 
All these attorneys are saying she does 
a great job—if they had just looked at 
her record. 

Well, I did. I looked at her record. I 
have spoken with her. I have read the 
transcripts. I have looked at the back-
ground of all this. I can say, with con-
fidence, never did she have any inten-
tion of misleading the committee. 
Why? This was a perfectly legal, above- 
the-board project. Why would you want 
to mislead anybody about it? She had 
every intention of dedicating her life 
to be the best and most effective Solic-
itor of Labor she can possibly be. 

Our Nation is very fortunate to have 
public servants of this caliber. I mean, 
you look at this. I have no doubt Patri-
cia Smith, with her legal skills, mana-
gerial skills in the private sector, can 
be making a lot of money. I have no 
doubt. But she has chosen a different 
career path—to be a public servant, a 
public servant, dedicating her life to 
helping people for whom there is not a 
lot of government help. No one is stick-
ing up for them, people at the bottom 
end of the ladder. 

To me, this is one of the highest 
callings I think anyone can do in our 
society, is to be that kind of a public 
servant. So I think our Nation is very 
fortunate to have this kind of a person 
in Patricia Smith for this critical posi-
tion. I look forward to her swift con-
firmation. 

I would hope we would not have to 
drag out 30 hours, but it seems the Re-

publicans are intent on wasting time. 
There is nothing happening here. Any-
one can see that. Anybody watching on 
C–SPAN can see nothing is happening 
here and we just waste time. We can 
have the vote now. We could have the 
vote in 20 minutes. Nothing would 
change. But we have the 30 hours. I 
guess we have to waste it. But I wanted 
to take this time, again, to set the 
record straight one more time on Pa-
tricia Smith, her integrity, her hon-
esty, her exemplary background, and 
the fact that she is going to be an out-
standing Solicitor for the Department 
of Labor. 

I suggest the absence of a quorum. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

clerk will call the roll. 
The bill clerk proceeded to call the 

roll. 
Mr. REID. I ask unanimous consent 

that the order for the quorum call be 
rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

f 

RECESS 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under 
the previous order, the Senate stands 
in recess until 2:15 p.m. 

Thereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the Senate 
recessed until 2:15 p.m. and reassem-
bled when called to order by the Pre-
siding Officer (Mr. BEGICH). 

f 

NOMINATION OF M. PATRICIA 
SMITH TO BE SOLICITOR FOR 
THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR— 
Continued 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Oklahoma. 

Mr. INHOFE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that I be recog-
nized as in morning business for 15 
minutes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

NORTHERN UGANDA 

Mr. INHOFE. Mr. President, last 
week I came to the floor to talk about 
an issue that has kind of been drowned 
out by a lot of other things that are 
going on, other conflicts and disasters 
around the world. This is having to do 
with northern Uganda. It is something 
I have been on the floor talking about 
for several years now, and I have had 
occasion to be there several times. 

For over two decades, a guy named 
Joseph Kony has led what they call the 
LRA, the Lord’s Resistance Army, in 
violence all throughout northern Ugan-
da, in that whole Great Lakes Region 
of east and central Africa. They have 
killed tens of thousands—little kids— 
displacing over 1 million, and terror-
izing and kidnapping over 30,000 little 
kids, forcing them to fight. It is this 
child soldier thing a lot of people are 
aware of, but not nearly enough people 
are aware of it. 

With all the problems there are in Af-
rica—people are more concerned about 
Zimbabwe. They hear about that. They 

have heard about Somalia, Sudan. Ev-
eryone knows about that. But nobody 
says anything about the Lord’s Resist-
ance Army and what they have been 
doing in that area of Africa for 25 
years. 

I have been there. I have been all the 
way up there to Gulu in northern 
Uganda. Let me share the problem that 
exists up there. 

This madman, kind of a spiritual 
leader, by the name of Joseph Kony has 
taken advantage of all the unrest and 
the disasters by going into villages and 
kidnapping, taking young people and 
training them to be soldiers. We are 
talking about little kids, little boys. 
They are from 11 to 14 years old. Once 
they train them to be soldiers, they ac-
tually give them AK–47s. I do not have 
my chart now, but I have pictures of 
that. They train them to be soldiers, 
and then they have to go back to their 
villages and murder their parents and 
their siblings. If they do not do that, 
then they will dismember them. They 
will cut their noses off, cut their ears 
off, cut their lips off. 

This has been going on for a long pe-
riod of time. Quite frankly, I have got-
ten to know President Museveni in 
Uganda quite well, President Kagame 
in Rwanda, and President Kabila in 
Congo, and all of them agree that we 
need do something about this monster 
Joseph Kony. It happens that two of 
the three Presidents I mentioned— 
President Museveni from Uganda and 
President Kagame from Rwanda—are 
Presidents who have really come to 
power in the bush. They are warriors. 
These are people who really are reluc-
tant to admit they cannot go after one 
guy and get him. Well, they have fi-
nally all gotten together. 

What we are trying to do—well, we 
have already introduced it; the author 
of the bill is Senator FEINGOLD of Wis-
consin—is to go after these people, and 
this bill provides about $35 million to 
help these kids who have been brutal-
ized, as well as to give whatever assist-
ance we have to give to these different 
countries in order to bring this guy to 
justice. 

During one of the trips I made up to 
northern Uganda, to Gulu, I ran into 
three young men. They are college-age 
types—Bobby Bailey, Lauren Poole, 
and Jason Russell. They have started a 
documentary on Joseph Kony. They 
have gone around to universities, and 
we now have thousands—tens of thou-
sands—of young people who are ral-
lying around this thing, trying to get 
us to do something as a nation. These 
young people have become very effec-
tive. 

This week, this Senate has an oppor-
tunity to act in unison to shine the 
light on this forgotten place and to 
begin to bring relief to these children. 

The Great Lakes Region in Africa 
has suffered from years of devastating 
fighting between tribes, and as a result 
the area is home to massive numbers of 
displaced people who are vulnerable to 
this type of treatment. So those are 
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the conditions that allow Joseph Kony 
and his LRA rebels to thrive. Kony 
preys on the weak. He gets little kids 
who cannot defend themselves. He gets 
young girls. He sells them to be sex 
slaves and these kids to become mur-
derers. 

In December of 2008, the Government 
of Uganda, Southern Sudan, and the 
DRC—that is the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo—launched a coordinated 
offensive against the LRA. It was 
called Operation Lightning Thunder. 
During the operation, over 300 rebels 
were killed, over 40 were captured, and 
more than 500 kids who were abducted 
were rescued. So we are making some 
headway in doing this. 

According to estimates by the U.N., 
between September of 2008 and June of 
2009, the LRA killed over 1,300 civil-
ians, abducted 1,400 more boys and 
girls, and displaced nearly 300,000 oth-
ers. 

I know something about this because 
I took the time to go to—you hear a lot 
about western Congo—Kinshasa and 
the problems there. This is eastern 
Congo that butts up against Rwanda 
and then, further north, Uganda. 

In going to Goma, we thought that 
was where Joseph Kony was at the 
time. We thought we had an effort that 
could get him, but we barely missed 
him. He went north on a tirade, after 
that, going up toward Sudan and mur-
dered thousands of people during that 
short period of time. It averages out, 
he murders or mutilates about three 
kids a day. That is why this is impor-
tant. We can get this guy. We cannot 
do it if we just try the way we have 
tried it before because it has not 
worked and it is not going to work. 

Well, anyway, we have watched this 
take place. It is spreading now to other 
areas. I would anticipate before too 
long, if left unchecked, it would go not 
just to the Central African Republic 
but also maybe back into Sudan and 
maybe even Ethiopia. So it is very seri-
ous. 

In 2009, a total of 186 people were 
killed by the LRA just in Southern 
Sudan. One survivor describes his expe-
rience and the murders of his family at 
the hands of the LRA. This is a quote. 
This is actually what this person said: 

We were eating dinner outside of our hut 
when several LRA— 

That is the Lord’s Resistance Army— 
rebels appeared and told us in broken 
Lingala— 

This is their local language— 
to get inside of our hut. They looted our 
food, locked us inside our hut and burned it. 
There were 10 of us; my whole family was in-
side. When I realized they were burning us 
alive, I started to push against the door, 
forcing it open. One rebel standing outside of 
the door tried to hit me with a heavy club 
but I dodged it and ran in the bush. They 
shot after me but missed. Apparently they 
shot or hit everyone else in my family who 
tried to come out. Except for one other per-
son, everyone else was burned alive. 

This is the type of thing we have doc-
umented that has been happening for a 
long period of time. 

What we are trying to do with this— 
as I mentioned before, the cost is not 
great. This, by the way, is not any ap-
propriation. This is an authorization 
bill, to authorize probably what the 
CBO says is about $28 million to get 
this done. It is not offset. When the bill 
first came out, it was offset by a reduc-
tion in certain types of military ex-
penditures. I disagreed with that, so it 
is not offset at this time. But of all the 
efforts out there right now, this is 
something that absolutely has to hap-
pen. 

Just by contrast, we had a bill, the 
other African bill, just a couple years 
ago, called the PEPFAR bill. That was 
one that actually had about $35 bil-
lion—much larger than this—and it 
sailed right through. So I would say, if 
we were willing to do that, we ought to 
be willing to do this. 

By the way, we have a lot of cospon-
sors now. I do believe we are going to 
be successful in getting this bill passed, 
and I will be bringing this up, I am 
guessing, probably either Wednesday or 
Thursday. 

So with that, I will yield the floor 
and hope that any of the other Mem-
bers of this body who are not already a 
cosponsor to this bill—it is S. 1067—we 
would like to get a few more cospon-
sors on here if at all possible. 

With that, Mr. President, I yield the 
floor and suggest the absence of a 
quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to 
call the roll. 

Mrs. GILLIBRAND. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent that the order 
for the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

Mrs. GILLIBRAND. Mr. President, I 
rise in support of the nomination of 
Patricia Smith for Solicitor of the De-
partment of Labor. Commissioner 
Smith is a dynamic and effective lead-
er with over 30 years of experience in 
labor law, and I am very proud to sup-
port her nomination. 

She has exhibited exceptional leader-
ship during her 10 years as New York’s 
Labor Commissioner. In this capacity, 
she managed 3,700 employees in 80 of-
fices and oversaw an annual budget of 
$11 billion. 

In response to the current economic 
climate, Ms. Smith executed critical 
programs to reduce the impact of lay-
offs. She also implemented career 
training to assist individuals in enter-
ing high demand fields. Additionally, 
she has enhanced labor law enforce-
ment in order to safeguard workers and 
reward responsible employers. 

Commissioner Smith fully embodies 
the integrity and the diligence this po-
sition demands and has a wealth of ex-
perience, making her well qualified to 
enforce critical issues such as work-
place safety and health, fair wages, 
equal employment opportunity, vet-
erans protection, and retirement and 
health benefits. 

Prior to her term as labor commis-
sioner, she served as Chief of the Labor 
Bureau in the New York Attorney Gen-
eral’s Office for 8 years. In that capac-
ity, she established a method of labor 
law enforcement that other attorneys 
general and enforcement agencies have 
used as a model. She was an innovative 
leader here, increasing efficiency and 
effectiveness of the bureau by devel-
oping ethics standards, targeting en-
forcement efforts on an industrywide 
basis, and strategically focusing on 
workers. 

Commissioner Smith’s nomination, 
which has been pending since April, 
was reported with the unanimous sup-
port of all committee Democrats. Addi-
tionally, she has the enthusiastic sup-
port of labor groups, women’s groups, 
and worker advocates. A number of 
prominent business organizations have 
also endorsed Commissioner Smith, in-
cluding the Business Council of New 
York State, the Manufacturing Asso-
ciation of Central New York, the Part-
nership for New York, the Long Island 
Forum for Technology, and the Platts-
burgh North Country Chamber of Com-
merce. 

Commissioner Smith has endured a 
rigorous vetting process and has made 
herself available to answer over 50 
questions from our friends from the 
other side of the aisle and met with all 
interested Senators. 

I urge my colleagues to move quickly 
to confirm Patricia Smith for Solicitor 
for the Department of Labor. 

Thank you, Mr. President. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from North Dakota. 
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I make 

a point of order that a quorum is not 
present. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to 
call the roll. 

Mr. DORGAN. Madam President, I 
ask unanimous consent that the order 
for the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mrs. 
GILLIBRAND). Without objection, it is so 
ordered. 

CONTINENTAL CONNECTION FLIGHT 3407 
Mr. DORGAN. Madam President, we 

are approaching the 1-year anniversary 
of the fatal crash of Continental Con-
nection flight 3407 in Buffalo, NY, and 
today the National Transportation 
Safety Board is actually holding a pub-
lic meeting to consider the final report 
they are making on that crash. 

I think almost everyone has heard 
the tragic story of that crash last Feb-
ruary 12. Two pilots, two flight attend-
ants, 45 passengers on that airplane, 
and 1 person on the ground lost their 
lives. This flight was operated by 
Colgan Air. The plane was a Bom-
bardier Dash 8–Q400 operated by a cap-
tain and a copilot, both of whom had 
commuted long distances to get to 
work to make that flight, both of 
whom had been found to have very lit-
tle rest before that flight. 

The copilot revealed her inexperience 
in the cockpit recording that I listened 
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to—inexperience in flying in icy condi-
tions—in the transcript of the voice re-
cordings. The captain failed a number 
of tests in his career as a pilot. The 
NTSB is now considering 45 findings 
and conclusions at a public meeting as 
I speak. 

This morning the NTSB members 
said the plane and the flight crew were 
properly certified, and the plane was in 
good condition before takeoff. They 
also said the ice buildup that night fly-
ing into Buffalo was typical and did 
not affect the ability of the flight crew 
to fly the airplane. So while we are 
waiting for the final conclusions of the 
National Transportation Safety Board, 
the members of that board spoke about 
crew training, pilot fatigue, and pilot 
error as reasons for the crash. 

These are the issues I have been hold-
ing some hearings on this past year. 
The NTSB is going to make rec-
ommendations to the FAA. We already 
know that when they make rec-
ommendations, the appropriate agen-
cies don’t always pay attention to 
those recommendations. For example, 
pilot fatigue has continually been on 
the National Transportation Safety 
Board’s most wanted list for 19 years; 
that is, most wanted list of safety rec-
ommendations. Let me say that again. 
For 19 straight years, the National 
Transportation Safety Board has said 
‘‘pilot fatigue’’ is on the most wanted 
safety recommendations list. Yet no 
one has been listening. Nobody seemed 
to ring the bell on those issues. 

I have held seven hearings on safety 
in the aviation subcommittee that I 
chair in this Congress. We have heard 
from the FAA, the NTSB, pilots, re-
gional airlines, major carriers, and 
safety experts. We have heard espe-
cially from the families who lost their 
loved ones in that fatal crash, that 
tragic crash in Buffalo, NY. 

Let me be quick to say, we have had, 
fortunately, reasonably few airline 
crashes in this country in recent years. 
It is, generally, a very safe way to 
travel. But there isn’t room for error 
with respect to these commercially air-
plane flights. I am going to be holding 
followup hearings with Senator ROCKE-
FELLER and others in the Commerce 
Committee with respect to the NTSB 
recommendations. We are supposed to 
have what is called ‘‘one level of safe-
ty.’’ The NTSB said, in the middle of 
the 1990s, there is one level of safety 
for commercial airplane flights in this 
country. The big, major trunk carriers 
that are national and international and 
the regional carriers shall have one 
level of safety. But it is the case that 
regional airlines often employ pilots 
with much less experience, much lower 
pay, which forces difficult conditions. 

In many cases, when you get on a 
small airplane for a regional flight, you 
see a crew with obviously much less ex-
perience. There are questions, from 
time to time, raised about the train-
ing—questions raised in this investiga-
tion, as a matter of fact. We know 
there are a lot of factors that play into 

this one level of safety. But I think 
most people believe that one level of 
safety standard, at this point, doesn’t 
quite measure up. That is the reason 
we will examine the recommendations 
from the NTSB as a result of this 
crash. 

At the time of the crash outside Buf-
falo, NY, Colgan Air didn’t have a re-
medial training program for pilots. The 
captain of the flight had failed numer-
ous performance checks over the 
course of his career and would have 
made an excellent candidate for reme-
dial training. I know the FAA has been 
working on the industry to try to get 
them to do this for a long while. If the 
traveling public ever begins to have 
very significant concerns about safety 
on a commercial airline flight, it will 
be devastating to that industry. So 
safety must not just be a perception. 
Safety on commercial airlines, whether 
they be the major trunk carriers or re-
gional airlines, has to be something ev-
erybody takes seriously and that the 
American people believe is taken seri-
ously. 

I wish to show you a chart that 
shows something that common sense 
would tell you doesn’t work. This chart 
shows where Colgan Air pilots were 
commuting to. You will see they were 
commuting to Newark, their base of 
operations. On that fateful flight going 
into Buffalo, NY, the copilot flew all 
night long from her home in Seattle, 
WA, I believe deadheaded on a FedEx 
plane, stopped in Memphis, TN, 
changed planes, and got to Newark Air-
port. After flying all night long, she is 
now ready to take an airplane on its 
flight. There is no record of evidence of 
that copilot having a crash pad or 
someplace to find a bed and sleep. That 
is the copilot. 

The pilot, on the other hand, came 
from Florida to Newark Airport. There 
is no evidence, outside of being in the 
crew lounge at the airport, that the 
pilot had a bed in which to sleep or 
that he had rest. So you have a pilot 
and a copilot who get on that airplane 
to take, in this case, those 45 pas-
sengers on that airplane on its flight to 
Buffalo, NY. On that flight, ice built up 
on the wings, and there is what is 
called a stick shaker on that airplane. 
There was rapid shaking of the control 
stick, which would have said to the 
pilot you must put the nose down in 
order to gain additional speed. The 
pilot didn’t put the nose down but 
pulled the nose up, as I understand it, 
which is apparently a training issue as 
well. So you have a pilot and copilot 
traveling across the country all night 
long just to get to their duty station, 
and things happened in the cockpit. In 
the transcript, the copilot said she had 
very little experience flying in icing. 
Both the pilot and copilot lost their 
lives. 

I take no joy in reciting what hap-
pened in that cockpit. Their loss of life 
was a tragedy for their families as well. 
My point is simply this: What hap-
pened here—by the way, I believe five 

out of the most recent seven airline 
crashes in our country have been on 
commuter carriers. This, it seems to 
me, raises a series of questions that 
must be addressed—and now I believe 
will be addressed in recommendations 
from the NTSB by the FAA, dealing 
with the issue of fatigue. Who is flying 
the planes? Are they getting proper 
rest? It deals with the issue of com-
pensation. Is it the case that you get 
on a small jet and know that the copi-
lot is making $18,000 a year or $20,000 a 
year, doing two jobs and flying across 
the country at night in order to get 
into an airplane cockpit? Does that 
give you confidence? The fact is, all 
these issues are now coming to the 
forefront—not just of this crash but 
other circumstances as well—and that 
requires the FAA to take a hard look 
at what happened. 

At one of my hearings, I showed a 
Wall Street Journal article, in which 
Mr. Wychor, an 18-year veteran pilot 
described the routine commuter flights 
with short layovers in the middle of 
the night. He said: 

Take a shower, brush your teeth, and pre-
tend you slept. 

That is not what you want in the 
cockpit of an airplane. 

A 737 pilot flying to Denver said this, 
and this is an NBC News quote: 

I have been doing everything in my power 
to stay awake—coffee, gum, candy. But as 
we entered one of the most critical phases of 
the flight, I had been up for 20 straight 
hours. 

That is an issue with me. It is one we 
have to address. I think all thoughtful 
people in that industry—and I have 
great admiration for people in the air-
plane industry. They do a great job. 
They understand we have to address 
these issues of fatigue, training, and 
compensation. That is just the fact. 

All I wished to do today was to say 
the National Transportation Safety 
Board, I think, does a great job inves-
tigating accidents. The family mem-
bers of the victims of that flight that 
crashed in Buffalo, NY, have been ex-
traordinary. They have come to every 
single hearing held on Capitol Hill. 
They are witnessing, on behalf of their 
brothers and sisters and wives and chil-
dren, saying: I don’t want Congress or 
the FAA to let up. We want you to ad-
dress these issues. That crash didn’t 
have to happen. Our loved ones did not 
have to die. That is their message. 

I say to them: You are doing exactly 
the right thing. What you are doing— 
showing up here at all these hearings 
and keeping the pressure on the Con-
gress and, yes, on the FAA—will save 
lives. You will not know their names, 
but you are saving lives. Good for you. 

CLOTURE MOTIONS 
Madam President, the issue of clo-

ture motions sounds like a foreign lan-
guage to a lot of people. If you are back 
home someplace and are getting up in 
the morning and struggling to get to 
work and putting in a full day and try-
ing to make enough money to raise 
your family and get along in life, you 
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don’t know about cloture motions or 
the 2-day ripening or 30 hours 
postcloture. That sounds foreign to al-
most everybody. 

This is a graph of cloture motions in 
Congress. In the 1950s, there were two 
cloture motions filed in the entire dec-
ade. What does cloture mean? If you 
decide in this body—and you are the 
most junior Member of this body, you 
are the last one elected, you are the 
100th in seniority and you sit back by 
the candy door because that is the last 
desk—I guess we should not talk about 
a candy drawer, perhaps, but you sit 
way back in the corner and you are No. 
100 in the Senate. Once you are on your 
feet and recognized by the Presiding 
Officer, nobody else can take the floor 
from you—not the majority leader, not 
the most senior Member of the Senate. 
The floor is yours and you can speak 
until you are physically and mentally 
exhausted. That is the way the rules 
are; it is the way the Senate works. 
Washington described the Senate as a 
saucer that cools the coffee. You pour 
the coffee into the saucer and it cools. 
The Senate isn’t supposed to work 
quickly or efficiently. It is supposed to 
slow things down, take a better look at 
it, and have more evaluation and ask: 
Does this make sense for the country? 

That is the way the Senate was cre-
ated. It is hard to get things done. But 
it is near impossible to get things done 
these days because of something called 
a filibuster and cloture motions. 

I wish to provide some interesting 
statistics. This could not happen and 
wouldn’t happen in any city council in 
America. There is no city council in 
America where this sort of thing could 
happen, no matter what the rules were, 
because they would be laughed out of 
town. We have people blocking bills 
they support. Can you imagine that? If 
you were on the city council and your 
business was to block things you sup-
port and your neighbor said: What are 
you doing, are you nuts? No, I am 
blocking things I support because it 
has a strategy attached to it. What is 
the strategy, they would say. 

Here is the situation: In 2009 and 2010, 
it is projected we will have 146 cloture 
motions to shut off debate in this Con-
gress. Let me describe what we are in-
volved with next. We are on one now, 
by the way. We are now in what is 
called 30 hours postcloture. We had a 
nomination that should have been ap-
proved in 5 minutes. Those who want to 
vote against the nomination should 
vote no. But we could not do that. In-
stead, those who oppose the nomina-
tion for the Solicitor for the Depart-
ment of Labor, a nomination—instead 
of having an up-or-down vote, during 
which those who don’t like this nomi-
nee should vote no, they said you can-
not even have a vote. You have to file 
a cloture motion and then wait for 2 
days and then have a vote and see if 
you get 60. If you get 60, after you get 
the 60, we are going to insist you bleed 
off 30 more hours because the rules 
allow us to do that. Only then can you 

have a vote. That is where we are now. 
We had a cloture vote. It prevailed. 
Now we are waiting for 30 hours to 
elapse so nothing can be done during 
the 30 hours. It is just stalling. So then 
the 30 hours is done, and we will vote 
on this. Then we will go to the next 
nomination. So this week we will do 
two nominations, both of which should 
have taken 5 minutes, if people of good-
will worked together and decided: Here 
is the agenda; let’s bring up these can-
didates for a vote. And if you like the 
candidate vote yes; if you don’t, vote 
no. 

So the next one is going to be Martha 
Johnson, GSA Administrator. By the 
way, this one has been objected to, and 
it has waited for 7 months. So 7 months 
ago this President nominated Martha 
Johnson to be GSA Administrator. 
April 3, 2009, was her nomination. June 
8, the nomination passed through the 
Senate Homeland Security and Govern-
mental Affairs Committee unani-
mously. So this nomination was voted 
on unanimously and approved by the 
committee, and that was June 8. Here 
it is February of the year following, 
and we now are going to get to vote on 
this nomination that passed the com-
mittee unanimously, but not until we 
are able to shut off a filibuster and 
then have 30 hours postcloture. It is 
the most unbelievable thing in the 
world. 

Is this person qualified? Yes, abso-
lutely. She served as the head of GSA 
during the Clinton administration and 
is hailed by former and current GSA 
employees as the ‘‘golden heir of GSA.’’ 
She was the chief of staff back during 
the Clinton administration. She would 
be a vast improvement, by the way, 
over the previous head of the GSA, the 
previous head of the GSA—and I spoke 
about her on the floor of the Senate— 
Lurita Doan. 

On April 29, 2008, the Office of Special 
Counsel for the United States asked 
that she be disciplined to the full ex-
tent for the most pernicious of polit-
ical activity prohibited by the Hatch 
Act. She then submitted her resigna-
tion, in accordance with that request 
by the White House. She had been ac-
cused of providing no-bid contracts to 
friends with whom she had extensive 
personal and business relationships. 
She and a deputy in Karl Rove’s office 
at the White House had joined in a 
video conference with 40 regional GSA 
Administrators after a PowerPoint on 
polling about the 2006 election, and she 
said: ‘‘How can we help our can-
didates?’’ This is a nonpolitical office— 
heading the GSA—in our country. 

This person got drummed out of of-
fice—and should have gotten drummed 
out of office—and resigned under pres-
sure. So here is someone who is fully 
qualified and it is 7, 8 months later and 
we are finally going to get to have a 
vote, but only if we go through the mo-
tion of filing a cloture petition to end 
a filibuster. That is unbelievable to 
me. 

Let me give some other examples of 
what is happening. Here is a bill that 

was filibustered—the credit card hold-
ers bill of rights. There is a filibuster 
against that by the other side, the Re-
publicans. They filibuster everything— 
everything. So the credit card holders 
bill of rights, they went through a fili-
buster, delayed, and after the delay it 
passed 90 to 5. Obviously, we had a 
bunch of folks who said: I am going to 
lay down on the track until it is incon-
venient for everybody, and then I will 
get up and vote for it. 

We have people blocking things they 
support. You would get laughed out of 
town in any town in this country if you 
tried that on the city council. 

The Department of Defense appro-
priations—filibuster. Had to go 
through the motion of filing—2 days, 30 
hours—and then it passed 88 to 10. So, 
obviously, we had a bunch of folks on 
the other side who decided they were 
going to block something they sup-
ported, kind of a curious strategy. 

The Energy and Water appropriations 
bill—that was my bill that I chaired— 
went through filibuster, cloture, and in 
the end 80 people voted yes. The Fraud 
Enforcement and Recovery Act was 
filibustered by the Republicans. Then 
when it was finally voted upon, after 
they had delayed it, 92 of them voted 
yes. Again, we see people blocking 
things they support. Only in the United 
States Congress, I guess. 

Unemployment compensation exten-
sion was the subject of a filibuster, and 
then 98 people voted yes. People block-
ing things they support. What a curi-
ous thing. 

I mean, what do you tell your chil-
dren if they ask: What was your role, 
Dad or Mom? 

My role was to slow things down. I 
just wanted to sort of spread glue 
around the Senate. Not that we don’t 
think it is slow enough the way it is, 
we want to slow it down even further. 

The fact is, people send men and 
women of goodwill to this Chamber. 
One of the things I have learned in 
many years in this Chamber is that al-
most every desk is occupied by some-
one who has pretty unique and inter-
esting and special skills to get here. In 
almost every case, there are people 
here with very substantial skills. But 
they are not sent here with an agenda 
that says: You know what I would like 
you to do? I would like you to block ev-
erything and then vote for it in the 
end. That is not a message that comes 
from any State that I am aware of. 
They are sent here to try to do good 
things for this country. All of us are. 
We might have a disagreement about 
what that means and how to do it, but 
there shouldn’t be any disagreement 
about these kinds of things. 

In the middle of the deepest recession 
since the Great Depression, seven of 
this President’s high-level nominees 
for the Treasury Department are not 
yet confirmed—seven of them. How do 
you justify that? How do you justify 
deciding, in the middle of the deepest 
recession since the 1930s, that you are 
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going to prevent the U.S. Treasury De-
partment from having a full com-
plement of people who can think 
through and work through trying to 
put this country back on track; who 
can restart the economic engine and 
put people back to work again? How do 
you justify deciding we shouldn’t have 
a full complement of people to do that? 

We had a fully qualified Surgeon 
General who was nominated, and that 
Surgeon General nominee was blocked. 
And this was after the H1N1 flu had 
been declared a major health threat. 
Think of that. That nominee was 
blocked even after we had a major 
health threat. We had the Ambassador 
of Iraq—obviously an important posi-
tion—blocked during a time of war just 
when we most needed to resolve some 
political issues there. 

One single Senator on the other side 
held up the nomination of the Deputy 
U.S. Trade Representative for 9 
months—9 months that was held up—to 
try to force that U.S. Trade Represent-
ative’s Office to file a complaint 
against Canada on some issue. I don’t 
have the foggiest idea what that issue 
was, but I will tell you this: I would 
never, and have never, held up a nomi-
nation for 9 months in order to try to 
force something that I insist should 
happen. That is not the way the Senate 
is supposed to work. 

One Senator on the other side 
blocked a highly qualified nominee to 
be Assistant Under Secretary for the 
Western Hemisphere at the State De-
partment, and it had to do with our re-
lationship with Hugo Chavez, which 
left us without the person who was sup-
posed to be responsible for coordi-
nating our response to the difficulty in 
Honduras last year. One Senator held 
up that nomination on and on and on. 

Again, the fact is, as I said, this is 
called the great debating body, the 
most exclusive club in the world, and 
all of those descriptions. But this is 
not the way it is supposed to work. We 
have some models of how it is supposed 
to work. In the old days—and when I 
say the old days, I mean some decades 
ago—people would get together and de-
cide what is the major challenge facing 
our country and how do we work to-
gether to find a way to resolve it; not 
who gets the credit or who gets the 
blame, but what is needed to be done to 
fix what is wrong in America. That is 
the way the Senate used to work. Re-
grettably, these days, it does not. 

Our country rests on the precipice of 
a very significant cliff. We are still not 
out of this financial and economic cri-
sis, although I think there has been 
some stability and we have, hopefully, 
found some foundation. But at a time 
when we most need cooperation, we see 
almost none—almost none. It doesn’t. 
Just read the record: An estimated 146 
cloture petitions are filed to shut off 
filibusters, and on issue after issue 
after issue we have the minority in this 
Chamber blocking things they ulti-
mately vote for. How do you explain 
that—I was against it before I was for 
it? 

Madam President, this country de-
serves and expects a whole lot better. 
This country is going through tough 
times. While I speak here, and while 
my colleagues are objecting to pro-
ceeding on anything—while we are in a 
30-hour period where nothing is hap-
pening on the floor of the Senate— 
nothing—a whole lot of people are out 
looking for work. They are stopping by 
business after business with their re-
sume, and thinking: Can I find a way? 
Can I please find a way to get on a pay-
roll and get a job to help my family? 

There are a whole lot of folks who 
need a job, need some hope, need to 
keep their house, who are struggling. 
They deserve a lot better from this 
Congress. The last thing they deserve 
is a Congress that decides its mission 
in life is to stop things from happening. 
The mission for every Senator ought to 
be to get up in the morning and reach 
out and see how we can work together 
to get the best ideas of what both par-
ties have to offer this country. That is 
happening far too seldom in this Cham-
ber. 

It is not my habit to come to the 
Senate floor to be critical of the Re-
publican side of the Senate. I don’t do 
that often, but I see what is happening. 
We are sitting here today—and this is a 
good example of it—for 30 hours doing 
nothing. Why? Is it because there is 
nothing to do? No. It is because the 
other side insists on cloture, insists on 
the 2 days, then insists on the 30 hours. 
So what they will have done this week 
is insist that we will only be able to 
confirm two Presidential nominees— 
one is a Solicitor General in the Labor 
Department and the second is to head 
the GSA. That is what we will get done 
this week. That should have been done 
in 5 minutes, having a vote on those 
nominations. If you don’t like the 
nominee, vote no; if you like the nomi-
nee, vote yes. Dispose of the nomina-
tions. 

In my judgment, this system is bro-
ken, and it can’t be 1 person or 10 peo-
ple who fix it. It has to be 100 people 
with reasonably goodwill who want to 
make good things happen for the future 
of this country. 

Madam President, I yield the floor, 
and I suggest the absence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll. 

Mr. DORGAN. Madam President, I 
ask unanimous consent the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

THE TAX CODE 
Mr. DORGAN. Madam President, on 

Wednesday of last week the President 
gave his State of the Union Address 
and talked about a lot of issues. One of 
the issues he mentioned that is espe-
cially important to me is one I have 
worked on for some long while here in 
the Senate, and that is changing the 
Tax Code to begin cutting out and get-
ting rid of the tax break that is offered 

to companies that shut their American 
factories and move their jobs overseas. 
It is strange to most people to hear, 
but we actually have in the American 
Tax Code a reward for companies that 
would say: You know what I should do? 
What I want to do is shut down my 
American factory, I want to fire my 
American workers, I want to move 
those jobs to China and hire somebody 
for 50 cents an hour. By the way, if 
they do that, they actually get a tax 
break in this country. They get re-
warded by the American tax system for 
moving American jobs to other coun-
tries. 

That is an unbelievably ignorant and 
pernicious part of our Tax Code and 
needs to be changed. I have offered 
amendment after amendment here on 
the floor of the Senate on it, and the 
President in his State of the Union Ad-
dress last week indicated he believed 
we needed to do this and do it soon. I 
could not agree more. 

We are talking about jobs a lot in 
this Congress. We have had some dis-
cussions today about jobs again. Sen-
ator DURBIN and I have worked to put 
together a jobs package that would try 
to stimulate and incentivize more jobs, 
especially small and medium-size busi-
nesses to be able to hire people and 
have the incentive to put people on 
payrolls. We are working on all of that. 

Senator BAUCUS and certainly Sen-
ator REID and others have been work-
ing together with us to put together a 
jobs initiative. Even as we try to find a 
way to create more jobs in our coun-
try, we still have this backdoor ap-
proach in the Tax Code that rewards 
people for moving jobs outside of our 
country. Most of us believe what we 
want to do is see more of those signs 
that say ‘‘Made in the USA.’’ Made in 
the USA means there is a job some-
place here, particularly in a factory 
that is producing something, that is 
putting somebody to work to be able to 
make a living, to provide for their fam-
ily. No special program is as important 
as a good job that pays well. 

I have both written a book about this 
issue of moving jobs overseas and I 
have spoken on the floor so many 
times people have either nearly or 
completely gotten tired of it. But the 
stories are legend of what has happened 
in recent years. All of the little things 
we know and have expected to be 
American made—almost all of those 
things are gone. Radio Flyer Little Red 
Wagon—we have all ridden in it. It was 
a 110-year-old company in this country. 
They made those wagons for kids in 
America, made in Illinois. Not any-
more. All those Radio Flyer Little Red 
Wagons are made in China. 

Huffy Bicycles—all those people in 
Ohio lost their jobs. They were all fired 
and all those bicycles are now made in 
China. In the book I wrote I told the 
story about the last day at work at 
Huffy Bicycles in Ohio and those work-
ers. As they left their parking lot, they 
left an empty pair of shoes in the space 
where their car was parked. It was a 
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way for them to say to that company, 
the Huffy Bicycle Company: You can 
move our jobs if you want, but you are 
not going to be able to effectively re-
place us. Those shoes, in an empty 
parking space in a big parking lot in 
Ohio when all those people lost their 
jobs, were a symbol of what is wrong. 

A little company made something 
called Etch A Sketch. Every kid used 
an Etch A Sketch. It was also made in 
Ohio. Not anymore. It is now made in 
China. The list goes on and on, those 
American products that are gone in 
search of 50-cent labor and higher prof-
its. 

The people who make these prod-
ucts—Radio Flyer Little Red Wagons 
or Huffy Bicycles or Etch A Sketch or, 
yes, even airplanes—the people who 
make these products ask the question, 
What is wrong with my work? The an-
swer is nothing is wrong with your 
work. You just can’t compete with 
somebody who makes 50 cents an hour. 

The second question is, Should I have 
to compete with somebody who makes 
50 cents an hour? The answer to that is 
no, you should not. This country needs 
a vibrant manufacturing base and it 
needs to fix this unbelievable tax pro-
vision that says if you move your jobs 
overseas, we will give you a tax break. 

In order to remain with a manufac-
turing base in this country, we need to 
reward the production of things in this 
country. ‘‘Made in the USA’’ should 
not be a distant memory. ‘‘Made in the 
USA’’ ought to be something applied to 
things made here that we are proud of. 

The Senator from Washington State 
is here. She is going to speak in a mo-
ment. I will not be long. 

But in every circumstance in this 
area of trade and the movement of 
jobs, other countries take advantage of 
us because we allow them to. For ex-
ample, airplanes—Washington State 
makes some great airplanes in the Boe-
ing Company manufacturing plants. A 
country such as China that has an un-
believable trade deficit with us, over 
$200 billion a year, says to us: If you 
want China to buy your planes you 
have to build most of it in China. It 
doesn’t make any sense to me. If we 
are buying all those products from 
China in this country when we have 
something they need, they ought to 
buy American products to be shipped 
to China, not say to us you must move 
your product to be produced in China. 

It is going on all the time and this 
country doesn’t have the backbone or 
nerve or will to deal with it. What we 
ought to say to other countries is we 
are going to hold up a mirror and you 
treat us as we treat you. 

If I might make one additional com-
ment on automobile trade. Our auto-
mobile industry has been in a very seri-
ous problem. We came close to losing 
our automobile industry in this coun-
try, which is so important for our man-
ufacturing capability. This country has 
a trade agreement with China, with 
whom we have a $200-plus billion a year 
deficit in trade. We have a trade agree-

ment with China that says to the Chi-
nese—who are, by the way, ramping up 
a very large automobile export indus-
try and you will see Chinese cars on 
the streets of America very soon—we 
say to China: If you ship Chinese cars 
to the United States of America you 
will have a 2.5-percent tariff attached 
to those cars. But the agreement also 
says if we ship American cars to be 
sold in China, they may impose a 25- 
percent tariff. We have an agreement 
with the Chinese that says we will give 
you a 10-to-1 advantage on tariffs in bi-
lateral automobile trade. That is a rec-
ipe for undermining America’s manu-
facturing and economic strength and it 
goes on all the time. Frankly, I am 
sick and tired of it. One piece of it is 
something the President talked about 
last week and that is let’s at least cut 
out this unbelievably ignorant and per-
nicious provision that says: You move 
your jobs overseas and we will give you 
a big tax reward. We will cut your 
taxes if you move your jobs overseas. 

I say to the President: Good for you. 
Help us shut that provision down. Let’s 
have ‘‘Made in America’’ be something 
we see more and more frequently these 
days. 

I yield the floor. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Washington. 
Mrs. MURRAY. Madam President, I 

thank the Senator from North Dakota 
for his passion on this issue. I would 
add one other issue within this, which 
is that we have to be training our 
workforce for the coming years with 
those skills to make those things in 
America—whether it is airplanes in my 
State or cars in the Midwest or South, 
or whether it is the widgets he talked 
about. We are losing people today in 
this country who have those basic 
skills—welding, electricians, those 
kinds of skills that are basic to these 
industries. As we move into this com-
ing year and look into our budget and 
look at our education policy—and we 
will be talking about the President’s 
education policy on the committee on 
which I sit—we have to make sure we 
are going down into our middle schools 
and high schools and making sure our 
kids have career pathways that help 
fill these skilled manufacturing jobs 
we want to have here in this country. I 
thank the Senator for his words. 

I am here this afternoon to rise again 
in support of President Obama’s nomi-
nee to serve as Solicitor of Labor, Pa-
tricia Smith. I have to tell everyone I 
am very confident she is the right per-
son for this critical job. The work she 
is going to do to protect our workers is 
more important than ever before. 

American workers are facing an in-
credible challenge today. We all know 
that. They are struggling with record 
unemployment, a devastating eco-
nomic crisis. Today more than ever 
they need and they deserve strong lead-
ers in the Department of Labor who are 
passionate about public service and 
committed to being there to fight for 
them. The Department of Labor is this 

agency with a name that sounds bu-
reaucratic, but it is important because 
that agency is charged with a very 
critical mission in our Nation’s govern-
ment. Its role is to foster and promote 
the welfare of America’s workers by 
improving their working conditions, by 
advancing their opportunities for prof-
itable employment, by protecting 
workers’ retirement and health care 
benefits and helping employers find 
workers who are skilled in the jobs pro-
vided and strengthen free collective 
bargaining. 

I believe during these challenging 
economic times it is absolutely critical 
that the Department has leadership 
within that Department to make those 
goals a reality. I was very pleased when 
I heard President Obama nominate 
such a strong candidate for the posi-
tion of Solicitor of Labor. 

Ms. Patricia Smith, as the Presiding 
Officer knows, is Commissioner of the 
New York State Department of Labor. 
She has been there since 2007. She is 
cochair of the New York State Eco-
nomic Security sub-cabinet and she 
oversees today 3,700 employees in 80 of-
fices with an annual budget of $4 bil-
lion. 

For the previous 20 years, Tricia 
worked in the Labor Bureau of the New 
York Attorney General’s Office and she 
served on the Obama administration’s 
transition review team for the Depart-
ment of Labor. 

I have received many letters of sup-
port for Patricia Smith from people 
who admire her work, from people she 
has worked with, and from workers she 
has helped. I want to take a couple of 
minutes this afternoon to read some 
excerpts from those letters because I 
believe they demonstrate Patricia’s 
broad support and why she should be 
confirmed by the Senate. 

One letter I received was a letter of 
support from the CEO of the Platts-
burgh, NY, Chamber of Commerce, who 
knows Tricia well. He said: 

Patricia Smith has been an outstanding 
partner as Commissioner of the New York 
State Labor Department and will be an out-
standing Solicitor for the U.S. Labor Depart-
ment. We strongly encourage her earliest 
possible confirmation by the Senate. 

I heard from the United States Wom-
en’s Chamber of Commerce. They wrote 
to me and said: 

After learning of Ms. Smith’s qualifica-
tions, her expertise and the laws she has 
worked to uphold, I can clearly see that she 
is someone who would work with conviction 
to enforce the laws of the United States of 
America. Additionally, I am impressed with 
her out-of-the-box thinking in creating pro-
grams that will keep jobs. We especially 
need these attributes in these times of eco-
nomic challenge. 

That is from the United States Wom-
en’s Chamber of Commerce. 

I also received a letter from a group 
of professors and scholars of labor and 
employment law and labor relations, 
from over 50 scholars of highly re-
spected institutions, institutions such 
as Georgetown University Law Center, 
Columbia Law, Thomas Jefferson 
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School of Law, Yale Law, and Cornell 
University School of Industrial and 
Labor Relations. They wrote to me and 
urged speedy confirmation saying that 
Tricia has: 

consistently demonstrated the highest integ-
rity and commitment to ethical standards. 
She is experienced, intelligent, thoughtful 
and energetic. We believe this is exactly 
what the U.S. Department of Labor needs in 
a Solicitor. Once confirmed, she will be 
among the best Solicitors of Labor the De-
partment has known. 

I would tell my colleagues that her 
support transcends party lines. Former 
New York Attorney General Dennis 
Vacco, who is a Republican, had this to 
say about his former employee: 

Patricia Smith has proven herself as one of 
the foremost experts in the nation in the 
realm of labor law, which is why President 
Obama saw fit to nominate her. . . . She was 
an asset to the New York Attorney General’s 
office and I am confident . . . she will be an 
asset to the Department of Labor. 

Tricia Smith has bipartisan support. 
As Chair of the Subcommittee on Em-
ployment and Workplace Safety, I 
know the challenges American workers 
are facing today. I know they deserve a 
Solicitor of Labor such as Tricia who is 
going to fight every single day to pro-
tect them. When she is confirmed as 
the Department’s top legal counsel, she 
is going to have the profound responsi-
bility of enforcing more than 180 Fed-
eral laws and managing more than 450 
attorneys nationwide. She is going to 
be responsible for defending the De-
partment in litigation, as well as pro-
viding legal advice and guidance on 
nearly every policy, legislative, regu-
latory, and enforcement initiative of 
the Department. But, most impor-
tantly, she is going to be responsible 
for defending the rights of workers 
when they are not able to speak for 
themselves. Tricia has a big job ahead 
of her, but we need to act now to allow 
her to get started. We owe it to our 
country’s workers to have a confirmed 
Solicitor of Labor in place. 

I have had a number of conversations 
with Tricia myself, and I am confident 
she is highly qualified, and she is eager 
to get to work. So I will be voting, 
hopefully later this afternoon or soon 
thereafter, to confirm Tricia Smith. I 
come to the floor this afternoon to 
urge my colleagues to do so as well. 

I yield the floor and I suggest the ab-
sence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll. 

Mr. KAUFMAN. I ask unanimous 
consent that the order for the quorum 
call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. KAUFMAN. I ask unanimous 
consent to speak in morning business 
for up to 7 minutes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

IN PRAISE OF JEREMY TEELA, SHAUNA ROHBOCK, 
AND HEATH CALHOUN 

Mr. KAUFMAN. Madam President, I 
rise today to speak once more about 
America’s great Federal employees. 

Next week, in Vancouver, the 21st 
Olympic winter games will begin amid 
great fanfare and high hopes. Every 
four years, the world’s top athletes in 
skiing, skating, hockey, and several 
other winter sports compete to win 
medals and to win hearts. 

Olympic athletes push themselves to 
their limits not only to win personal or 
team glory but also to represent their 
nations on the world stage. A ticket to 
the Olympics is purchased with years 
of arduous training and a commitment 
to personal integrity and athletic fair-
ness. 

The values of Olympians are those of 
perseverance, integrity, teamwork, and 
national service. 

If this list of values sounds so famil-
iar to many Americans, this is because 
they are the same values that motivate 
those Federal employees who serve our 
Nation in civilian roles and in the mili-
tary branches. 

This week, in honor of the upcoming 
winter games, I have chosen to high-
light three incredible American Olym-
pians. They share these values, and all 
three of them chose to serve our Na-
tion in the U.S. Army. 

Jeremy Teela is an infantry sergeant. 
Originally from Anchorage, AK, Jer-
emy joined the Army in 1997. In addi-
tion to serving in the infantry, he par-
ticipates in the Army’s World Class 
Athlete Program. Jeremy is one of 
America’s best in the sport of biathlon. 

Biathlon is a grueling race that be-
gins with cross-country skiing and 
ends with precision rifle shooting. Jer-
emy is a seven-time national cham-
pion, and he was a member of the U.S. 
Olympic team in the 2002 Salt Lake 
games and the 2006 games in Torino. 
Jeremy will once again be competing 
in the biathlon at this year’s games in 
Vancouver. Last year, at the 2009 Whis-
tler World Cup, which took place at the 
same venue, he won a bronze medal— 
the first American to medal in biathlon 
in 17 years. 

Joining Jeremy in Vancouver will be 
SGT Shauna Rohbock of the Army Na-
tional Guard. She is one of America’s 
champion bobsled drivers. A native of 
Orem, UT, Shauna enlisted in 2000. 
Around that time, she began training 
in bobsled in the hopes of making it to 
the Olympics in Salt Lake City, just 40 
miles from her hometown. While she 
didn’t make it to those games, Shauna 
made it to Torino 4 years later. There, 
she won the silver medal in Women’s 
bobsled. 

Comparing the teamwork required to 
succeed in the Army to the kind nec-
essary in Olympic bobsledding, Shauna 
said recently: ‘‘Just like any team or 
platoon, you’re only as good as your 
weakest person. It takes two people to 
push the sled in a race. Bobsled drivers 
can’t do this alone.’’ This month 
Shauna will return to compete with 
Team USA in Vancouver. 

The Olympics are not the only games 
taking place in Vancouver this season. 
Following the Olympics will be the 2010 
Paralympic winter games. There, the 
world’s best athletes with physical dis-
abilities will compete in several winter 
sports. 

Among those vying for a medal is re-
tired Army SSG Heath Calhoun. Heath 
grew up in Bristol, TN, and joined the 
Army in 1999. In doing so, he followed a 
family tradition—his grandfather 
fought in World War II, and his father 
served in Vietnam. Heath trained at 
Fort Benning, GA, and was deployed to 
Iraq with the 101st Airborne Division. 

While on patrol in Iraq, his convoy 
was fired upon with a rocket-propelled 
grenade, and Heath lost both legs 
above the knee. After months of recov-
ery at Walter Reed, he was losing hope 
that he would ever walk again. But 
with the help of the Wounded Warrior 
Project, Heath became an advocate for 
other soldier-amputees. 

Determined to regain his mobility, 
Heath began training with special pros-
thetic legs and computerized knees. 
Soon he was able not only to walk but 
also to run, golf, and drive an unmodi-
fied car. 

In 2008, Heath began training for the 
Vancouver Paralympic Games in the 
sport of adaptive skiing. He has been 
training in Aspen, CO, and won gold in 
last year’s Super-G National Cham-
pions in Men’s sit-ski. He will be head-
ed to Vancouver in a few weeks to com-
pete for medals there as well. 

All three of these inspirational sol-
diers are not only Army strong they 
are Olympic strong. The values that 
called them to the Army teamwork, 
perseverance, integrity, and service are 
the same ones that drive them toward 
Olympic glory. It is the same set of 
values that calls other Americans to 
serve in the Navy, Marines, Air Force, 
Coast Guard, and civilian careers in 
Federal Government. 

We have such talented citizens who 
are Federal employees, and whether 
they are Nobel laureates or Army ser-
geants, whether they work behind a 
desk or a spacesuit, they all share the 
common bond of having chosen—let me 
repeat that—chosen to give back to the 
country we all love. 

This is the case with all of the great 
Federal employees I have honored from 
this desk so far and for those whose 
stories I have not yet shared or will 
not be able to during my brief term. 

Shauna Rohbock put it best when she 
said: ‘‘I feel it’s a great honor to be 
able to represent my country as a sol-
dier and an athlete.’’ 

All Federal employees, military and 
civilian, athletes and non-athletes 
alike, represent us well. 

I hope my colleagues will join me in 
saluting Jeremy Teela, Shauna 
Rohbock, and Heath Calhoun and offer-
ing them and their fellow American 
Olympians our support in the pursuit 
of victory in Vancouver. 

I yield the floor and suggest the ab-
sence of a quorum. 
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

clerk will call the roll. 
The bill clerk proceeded to call the 

roll. 
Mr. LAUTENBERG. Mr. President, I 

ask unanimous consent that the order 
for the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 
KAUFMAN). Without objection, it is so 
ordered. 

NOMINATION OF JUDGE JOSEPH GREENAWAY 
Mr. LAUTENBERG. Mr. President, I 

think it is important we respond to the 
public discourse and concern about 
what it is we do here to accomplish 
what is in the public interest. We know 
that for some time now there has been 
obstructionism to moving ahead with 
the people’s business, that the price ob-
tained for obstructionism is political 
gain. But, like any other transaction, 
when you do that—when we take the 
time and the energy devoted toward 
trying to move ahead and do not move 
ahead—the price that is paid for this 
by the American public. It is apparent 
that our friends on the other side have 
decided they would rather sacrifice the 
people’s need for action on critical 
issues for their party’s political gain. 

We have seen delay, diversion, par-
liamentary gimmicks, wasted time, 
and a throwaway of huge resources to 
distort and distract us from accom-
plishing better lives for American fam-
ilies. Republicans have used stalling 
tactics such as the filibuster over 100 
times since the start of this Congress 
just over 1 year ago. The problem is, 
the victims of these delay-and-destroy 
tactics are people who need to get back 
to work, have affordable health care, 
better education, and other essentials 
for decent living. 

The victims are also well-qualified 
nominees for high government posi-
tions who seek to serve in order to 
carry America forward—nominees to 
fill an appeals court position, such as 
Judge Joseph Greenaway from my 
State of New Jersey. 

Joseph Greenaway is a well-qualified 
judge who has served on the Federal 
bench in New Jersey for over a decade. 
He has been nominated by President 
Obama for a seat on the Third Circuit 
Court of Appeals. He brings exceptional 
credentials and experience that are 
second to none. But his nomination has 
been blocked without any criticism of 
his education, experience, or merit. 

This wonderful example of America 
at its best came from a modest-income 
family. He has great academic creden-
tials, excelling at Columbia University 
and Harvard Law School. He brings a 
rare blend of experience, clerking for a 
Federal judge, serving as an assistant 
U.S. attorney in Newark in 1985, and 
then working in private practice. He 
distinguished himself prosecuting bank 
fraud and white-collar criminals before 
rising through the ranks to become 
chief of the Narcotics Division. He 
moved on to serve as a U.S. district 
court judge in New Jersey. In that po-
sition, he has built up a wealth of expe-
rience, presiding over more than 4,000 
cases in his courtroom. 

He has received numerous honors and 
awards recognizing his work, among 
them, the Earl Warren Legal Scholar, 
Thurgood Marshall College Fund 
Award of Excellence, Garden State Bar 
Association Distinguished Jurist 
Award—the list goes on—Columbia 
University Medal of Excellence, chair 
emeritus of the Columbia College 
Black Alumni Council. 

Judge Greenaway has spent his ca-
reer protecting the people of the State 
of New Jersey. Despite his critical 
bench responsibilities, he has always 
found time to give back to the commu-
nity. He teaches criminal trial practice 
classes at Cardozo Law School and 
courses about the Supreme Court there 
and at Columbia University. 

Judge Greenaway will be an out-
standing addition to the bench. The 
American Bar Association rated him 
‘‘unanimously well qualified’’ for this 
position. That is why he was passed 
unanimously out of the Judiciary Com-
mittee. Not one Republican on that 
committee dissented. There was not 
one vote against him. Yet Judge 
Greenaway has been sidelined for over 
4 months, waiting for a vote on the 
Senate floor, despite the need to fill 
that position. Every time we try to 
schedule a vote, Republicans have ob-
jected. 

I am pleased to note there has been 
consent to go to a vote on Monday 
evening. The wait has been long. It has 
been tortuous. There can’t be any un-
derstanding of why. With all the won-
derful accolades Judge Greenaway has 
had for his work, his experiences, his 
climb to the position he has had, what 
could be objected to? I say, if he is not 
acceptable in our colleagues’ eyes, 
speak up. Vote against him. Show the 
American people why this educated, 
brilliant legal scholar is not fit to 
serve. 

Obstructionism last year led to the 
lowest number of judicial confirma-
tions in more than 50 years. It is time 
for this to end, and it doesn’t end with 
a vote on Judge Greenaway. There are 
lots of positions that have yet to be 
filled. I wish to say to those who hear 
this or understand otherwise what is 
going on, this man, people like him, 
and our country deserve better. 

When a confirmation is blocked, it is 
not just one judge who suffers. The 
whole system suffers under the weight 
of vacancies in the judiciary. The 
American people suffer with longer 
waits for justice in overburdened 
courts. 

The Third Circuit Court has a va-
cancy that needs to be filled. It is time 
for our friends—Republican Senators 
who I know love their country—to stop 
obstructing things, when we have well- 
qualified nominees, and allow the Sen-
ate to confirm them without further 
delay. 

When we have objections that are 
purposeful, come to the floor, explain 
why, and explain it honestly and frank-
ly in front of the American people. But 
to hide behind objections reminds me 

of what we used to call people who re-
fused to serve: conscientious objectors. 
That says something in that phrase. I 
heard it often in America when I was in 
uniform as a soldier. Conscientious ob-
jectors, people who objected because 
they have a conscience. If that is the 
case, and if we relate that to the cur-
rent condition here, then let people 
who want to object come up and ex-
plain why exactly it is they don’t want 
to vote. But, again, I am pleased our 
Republican colleagues have seen there 
was no longer any purpose in delay. 

With that, I yield the floor. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Jersey. 
Mr. MENENDEZ. Mr. President, I 

wish to join my colleague from New 
Jersey and speak for just a few minutes 
about Judge Greenaway. I had come to 
the floor in hope and expectation that 
we could actually go to his nomination 
this afternoon. I am pleased we will get 
a vote on Monday but, even still, this 
process has taken much too long. 

This is a nominee for the Third Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals who has about as 
good as it gets in terms of bipartisan 
support. At the age of 40, he became a 
U.S. district court judge. Then, he 
passed by unanimous consent of this 
Chamber—Republicans and Democrats 
alike, unanimous consent. Now he 
passes out of the Judiciary Committee 
by, again, a unanimous agreement. Yet 
he has been held up for months on the 
Senate floor. Why? Simply because you 
can? 

That is not acceptable. It is not ac-
ceptable, when I have heard my col-
leagues on the other side of the aisle 
for years talk about an up-or-down 
vote: Give us an up-or-down vote on a 
nominee, particularly a nominee who is 
eminently qualified, who is non-
controversial by virtue of the fact that 
he has achieved the ability to be agreed 
to in terms of his nominations, both 
past and present, as it relates to the 
Judiciary Committee without quali-
fication, without objection. 

So it is clear that up to this point the 
obstruction of this nominee is not 
about what is right for the Nation; it is 
not about acting in the best interests 
of an overburdened judicial system; it 
is not about ideology; it is not even 
about Judge Greenaway. It is about the 
politics of obstruction. That is con-
sequential to the judicial system and 
to our citizens who depend on that sys-
tem for the administration and deliv-
ery of justice. This is more than a 
nominee; it is everyone who is waiting 
for their cases on appeal. 

I will point out to my friends on the 
other side that, hopefully, when we go 
to Monday’s vote, we will understand 
that on countless occasions, they ar-
gued for an up-or-down vote, demand-
ing that a simple majority vote on the 
President’s nominees is all that is nec-
essary, a position diametrically op-
posed to their position today. I recall 
they went so far as to proclaim that 
filibusters of the President’s nomina-
tions, particularly for the court, were 
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unconstitutional, and they threatened 
what we call the nuclear option. I ask, 
again, which is it? Do my friends on 
the other side believe it is right that 
filibustering the President’s nominees 
is unconstitutional or is the question 
what do they believe will work for 
them at any given moment? 

So we are looking for this up-or-down 
vote. I don’t hear arguments of the un-
constitutionality of filibusters now, 
and I submit to my friends you can’t 
have it both ways. I urge my colleagues 
to—I know there will be a unanimous 
consent request offered. I suspect it 
will be approved. If not, I will return to 
the floor and have more extensive re-
marks on this issue. 

It is time for this nominee to the 
Third Circuit Court of Appeals to get a 
vote, up or down. This is an eminently 
qualified nominee. My colleague from 
New Jersey, Senator LAUTENBERG, 
talked a lot about his history. There is 
even more. This is a superb nominee. If 
this nominee can be held up for 
months, I can only imagine what we 
are in for as we move forward. At least 
when it comes to nominees of New Jer-
sey or the district in which New Jersey 
is involved, I intend to come to the 
floor each and every time. But I look 
forward to some success here, at least 
today, and being able to make our sys-
tem of justice actually work for our 
citizens and for that we need judges 
and justices in place. 

With that, I yield the floor. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Georgia. 
Mr. CHAMBLISS. Mr. President, are 

we in a period of morning business? 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. No, we 

are not. 
Mr. CHAMBLISS. I ask unanimous 

consent to speak as in morning busi-
ness. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

(The remarks of Mr. CHAMBLISS per-
taining to the introduction of S. 2977 
are located in today’s RECORD under 
‘‘Statements on Introduced Bills and 
Joint Resolutions.’’) 

Mr. ENZI. Mr. President, since we are 
technically under 30 hours of debate on 
the nomination of Patricia Smith to be 
Solicitor of Labor, I will rise in opposi-
tion to that nomination, as I did yes-
terday. I will elaborate a little on my 
concerns about the personal privacy 
violations in a program she created in 
2009 called the Wage and Hour Watch. 

The Wage and Hour Watch program 
recruits and trains union organizers 
and public interest groups to go into 
businesses with compliance literature 
and interview employees to discover 
violations of wage-and-hour law. The 
State of New York gives participants 
materials to disseminate and official 
cards identifying them and their group 
as being part of the program for when 
they enter businesses and speak with 
employers and employees. 

As part of this process, union and 
community organizers were directed to 
gather personal telephone numbers, ve-

hicle license plates, and home address-
es of business owners, as well as details 
about the employees working there. 
These are people with 1 day’s training 
and a special card from the govern-
ment. Labor organizers and community 
activists were allowed to use this infor-
mation for their own organizing activi-
ties. 

State identification cards were pro-
vided to individuals from various 
unions and community organizing 
groups to investigate businesses—but 
the State conducted no background 
checks on those they trained and pro-
vided identification cards to. Is this 
the kind of program we could expect 
Ms. Smith to federalize if she is con-
firmed as Solicitor? 

Another deep concern to me is how 
Ms. Smith described the decision not to 
conduct any vetting or background 
checks for Wage and Hour participants 
who could collect this personal infor-
mation. When Ms. Smith was ques-
tioned about this by the HELP Com-
mittee last year, she explained that 
‘‘there is no formal vetting process for 
the New York State Department of 
Labor to partner with any entity. . . . 
The Department did consider the possi-
bility of background checks on the 
groups but ultimately rejected that 
idea after inquiring as to whether 
Neighborhood Watch groups are sub-
jected to background checks. The De-
partment was informed that the groups 
participating in this more sensitive 
crime prevention partnership were not 
subject to a check.’’ 

Ms. Smith explains the lack of a 
background check because the program 
is modeled after the National Sheriff 
Association’s Neighborhood Watch pro-
gram. However, unlike Wage and Hour 
Watch, Neighborhood Watch is purely 
an observe-and-report program. Calling 
the police about suspicious activity in 
a public area is different than inves-
tigating the wages and hours of indi-
vidual employees and recording their 
personal contact information and in-
vestigating OSHA violations. 

For all of these reasons, I have grave 
concerns about Ms. Smith’s decision to 
allow those who may have criminal 
records or may not be legal residents of 
the United States to be trained and 
gather information under the auspices 
of New York State authority. 

These instances reinforce the serious 
reservations I hold regarding Ms. 
Smith’s judgment, competency, and 
ability to lead the Solicitor’s Office. I 
urge my colleagues to oppose this nom-
ination for those reasons. 

I want to also elaborate on my con-
cerns about her agency’s treatment of 
small businesses. 

Ms. Smith’s Wage and Hour Watch 
program specifically targets small- and 
medium-size businesses, including, for 
example, supermarkets, laundromats, 
nail salons, for State-authorized inves-
tigations by unions and community 
groups. Five trade associations rep-
resenting small- and medium-size busi-
nesses wrote to Ms. Smith to question 

her agency’s decision to target them 
and launch her program without any 
input from them. To quote them: 

The image painted by the Department of 
Labor in its January 26 release is of a posse 
of activists, duly deputized by the weighty 
imprimatur of the Department, demanding 
access to any employer in the state whom 
they have chosen either at random, or by 
prejudice. 

Notably, the program had been 
launched and in existence for 2 months 
before she met with the trade associa-
tions. The New York Post character-
ized the program as ‘‘vigilante labor 
justice’’ targeting small business. 

In documents produced to the com-
mittee, we also find that there is a cul-
ture in the New York State Depart-
ment of Labor where bureaucrats often 
feel little responsibility for treating 
business fairly. For example, when a 
reporter misquoted Ms. Smith’s Deputy 
and protégé, Terri Gerstein, she re-
sponded in an e-mail: 

I never have said that any part of our job 
is to protect employers against employees 
who abuse their rights. I have been in this 
field for 15 years, and I have never said any-
thing like that. Employers have attorneys 
who can play that role. All the workers have 
is us. 

Small business doesn’t just run out 
and hire attorneys, and they are not 
used to having people come in at ran-
dom and flash cards and take a look at 
their business. 

In announcing the Wage and Hour 
Watch program, Ms. Smith stated her 
opinion of the business community as 
follows: 

And as the economy continues to reel, 
businesses find any way they can to cut cor-
ners. Unfortunately, this is often at the ex-
pense of the workers who keep them going. 
. . . The future is now, it’s here, and today 
the Labor Department expands its field of 
battle. 

I have found that whether it is em-
ployees or employers, there is probably 
about 1 to 1.5 percent that will do the 
wrong thing no matter what the law is. 
We have to set up mechanisms to make 
sure that doesn’t happen and that peo-
ple are properly treated. But to assume 
they are all going to cut corners and 
harm employees is the wrong approach. 
Moreover, according to internal e-mail, 
the program was designed for ‘‘commu-
nity enforcement’’ and created by orga-
nized labor, allied public interest 
groups, and her Deputy without any 
consideration of small business. 

There are also questions whether the 
State honors its commitments to busi-
ness. Ms. Smith met with the trade as-
sociations concerned about Wage and 
Hour Watch in March 2009—2 months 
after it started—and personally com-
mitted to banning the pilot partici-
pants from promoting their individual 
organizations simultaneously with 
Wage and Hour Watch activities. The 
official documents received from New 
York, however, do not show this agree-
ment was implemented and, in fact, ap-
pear to show the Department allowing 
the groups to continue these activities. 

These instances reinforce the serious 
reservations I hold regarding Ms. 
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Smith’s judgment, competency, and 
ability to lead the Solicitor’s Office— 
more reasons I oppose her nomination. 

Leaving aside the clear inaccuracies 
of her testimony to the Senate, you 
will recall that I spoke extensively on 
that yesterday, where she gave us tes-
timony and then we gave her a chance 
in written questions to correct her tes-
timony. She did not. So there are also 
concerns with Commissioner Smith’s 
ability to be a fair arbitrator and en-
forcer of our Nation’s labor laws. In 
every instance I am aware of, Ms. 
Smith has shown herself to be a trust-
ed ally of organized labor and even al-
lows them to participate heavily in the 
formulation of her agency’s initiatives. 

Indeed, the State of New York’s offi-
cial records show that two of the pilot 
groups for Wage and Hour Watch, a 
senior union organizer and a public in-
terest entity financed in part by 
unions, were heavily involved in devel-
oping all aspects of the Wage and Hour 
Watch program, including participant 
eligibility, program documents, train-
ing, and press strategies. 

One of the union’s written work plans 
stated they were going to use Wage and 
Hour Watch in ‘‘all of our organizing 
campaigns,’’ including those outside 
their designated area. 

Also, a food and commercial worker 
union’s newsletter states plans to spe-
cifically investigate ‘‘nonunion’’ gro-
ceries as part of the Wage and Hour 
Watch. 

The cochairman of the State’s Wage 
and Hour Watch program is the presi-
dent of a union. 

Several program expansion appli-
cants have as their sole purpose union 
organizing. 

State officials also planned to ensure 
upstate trade unions would be eligible. 

Documents also show the New York 
Labor Department allows unions to 
participate in the wage-and-hour law 
investigations, including interviews of 
workers with potential claims. 

Ms. Smith’s interaction with some of 
the organized labor allied groups goes 
back to when she headed the labor bu-
reau for then-New York State Attorney 
General Elliott Spitzer. Records show 
these same groups teaming up to co-
erce neutrality agreements and orga-
nize business. 

With the Wage and Hour Watch pro-
gram, union organizers now had official 
State identification cards they could 
use to enter any business in New 
York—possibly allowing them to avoid 
nonsolicitation laws or policies—to 
gather information on employers and 
employees. The unions were allowed to 
contact employees or employers at 
their homes or at the business as part 
of ‘‘community organizing.’’ 

Ms. Smith twice also attempted to 
alter a longstanding legal position to 
restrict charter schools for the benefit 
of organized labor—once while in the 
Attorney General’s Office in 2007 and 
again when she became Commissioner 
of Labor. In both instances she was re-
versed by a court. 

Commissioner Smith also maintains 
a senior executive for outreach solely 
to organized labor—currently staffed 
by someone who worked for 23 years for 
the AFL–CIO in organizing and with 
the SEIU. Notably, there is no such 
equivalent role for outreach to small 
business or nonunion employees. 

While I appreciate that organized 
labor is an important stakeholder in 
New York, this record of favoritism, in-
cluding allowing union organizers to 
participate in State labor law enforce-
ment, strikes me as clearly inappro-
priate. Indeed, I cannot imagine how 
my colleagues would react if a Repub-
lican nominee in a future administra-
tion deputized trade associations to in-
vestigate or enforce laws with regard 
to unions. 

As you can tell, I have grave con-
cerns about this nominee because of 
these actions. But having also learned 
that she misled the Senate, and then 
didn’t correct her answers when she 
got the chance, I cannot support her. I 
urge my colleagues to oppose Ms. 
Smith. 

I yield the floor and suggest the ab-
sence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to 
call the roll. 

Mr. WYDEN. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. WYDEN. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to speak as in 
morning business for up to 20 minutes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

BUILD AMERICA BONDS 
Mr. WYDEN. Mr. President, after 

holding 20 townhall meetings in my 
home State of Oregon over the past 
month, I can certainly report that peo-
ple are hungry for good economic news, 
particularly news about job creation 
growing our economy. Our people want 
fresh ideas that work, and clearly they 
are saying, and saying passionately, 
that it is time to set aside government 
that doesn’t work for them. 

That is why I am proud to come to 
the floor this afternoon and talk about 
a positive economic development—a 
development that has far exceeded the 
projections and the hopes of those who 
advocated for it—and that is the Build 
America Bonds program. Build Amer-
ica Bonds works, and it works because 
it puts our people to work at good-pay-
ing, family-wage jobs. 

Mr. President, when I started work-
ing on Build America Bonds about 6 
years ago with a number of colleagues 
on the other side of the aisle, it was be-
cause I believed there was bipartisan 
support for shoring up our Nation’s 
crumbling infrastructure and, at the 
same time, getting our economy back 
to work. It is a fact that investing in 
infrastructure, dollar for dollar, is one 
of the best economic multipliers we 
have in our country, and it is a way to 
jump-start economic growth. 

As communities deal with the reces-
sion, I and my colleagues on the other 
side of the aisle want to give our com-
munities new tools to finance essential 
construction projects. What Build 
America Bonds has always been about 
is not taking any of the tools out of the 
toolbox we have today, but putting in 
some additional ones for our commu-
nities. Build America Bonds is cer-
tainly not a replacement for direct 
Federal spending on infrastructure, but 
I think all people who have looked at 
this subject understand the need is so 
great for roads and bridges and water 
systems and schools that we ought to 
be looking for all cost-effective, effi-
cient ways to fund this essential infra-
structure that does have bipartisan 
support in the Senate. 

To report, we thought that maybe 
getting the Build America Bonds Pro-
gram off the ground would result in 
somewhere in the vicinity of $5 to $10 
billion worth of additional investment 
in infrastructure. The program was au-
thorized as part of the stimulus legisla-
tion. It did not get off the ground until 
the middle of the next year, and my 
colleagues and I thought perhaps the $5 
to $10 billion of Build America Bonds 
that were authorized would allow us to 
make the case that when the program 
expires at the end of this year we could 
call for its renewal. 

When the year wrapped up, the fig-
ures showed that almost $64 billion 
worth of Build America Bonds had been 
issued. In fact, a number of inde-
pendent experts say that Build Amer-
ica Bonds are now the hottest, most at-
tractive vehicle in the municipal bond 
market. 

In my home State of Oregon, it has 
been proven time and time again that 
private money follows public invest-
ment. People get back to work building 
a bridge, for example, and all the busi-
nesses near the construction site get 
more activity from the people who 
need their services. Once the project is 
finished, private investment follows 
the public investment. That bridge 
makes it easier for folks to get to work 
or take their kids to school, and com-
munities grow. 

As I mentioned, this bill has a long 
bipartisan lineage. Then-Senator Tal-
ent joined with me about 6 years ago 
for this program. The program would 
have created a Federal tax credit bond-
ing program to fund investment in 
transportation infrastructure. Since 
then, our colleague Senator THUNE and 
four others on both sides of the aisle 
have joined us to make sure the Senate 
was on record as saying we can find 
sensible, commonsense, nonpartisan so-
lutions that address the basic needs 
this country has to a great extent over-
looked. 

I have mentioned to date more than 
$60 billion worth of these innovative 
bonds have funded hundreds of projects 
in 39 States—fixing our roads and 
bridges, rebuilding our schools, upgrad-
ing our utilities. These are projects 
that have been funded, I advise my 
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good friend from Delaware, because we 
had a lot of discussion about exactly 
what works in infrastructure and what 
does not. 

On top of this $60 billion of Build 
America Bonds infrastructure invest-
ment, we have seen $80 billion of direct 
Federal infrastructure spending that 
was included in the Recovery Act. So 
you have a one-two punch now for the 
first time to mobilize all possible re-
sources to fund infrastructure. You 
have a significant investment in what 
is called direct spending. I particularly 
appreciate what a number of my col-
leagues on the Appropriations Com-
mittee have done in this area, particu-
larly Senator MURRAY, who has cham-
pioned our cause in the Pacific North-
west with respect to infrastructure. 
Senator HARKIN, the chairman of the 
Pensions and Labor Committee, also 
has done a great job in school construc-
tion. 

I want it understood that those of us 
who support Build America Bonds see 
the bonds as a complement to the out-
standing work a number of my col-
leagues whom I have mentioned are 
doing. This is not to supplant that kind 
of direct spending effort but to shore it 
up, to offer additional assistance, par-
ticularly additional assistance when 
the need is so great. 

As our proposal was developed, we 
had an opportunity to work with Chair-
man BAUCUS and Senator GRASSLEY, 
the chair and ranking minority mem-
ber on the Finance Committee, because 
we wanted to make sure this effort 
continued to be bipartisan at every 
step of the way. I am very grateful that 
Chairman BAUCUS and Senator GRASS-
LEY in effect gave us a chance to jump- 
start this idea, to get it off the ground. 

The reality is, I suggest to my col-
league from Delaware, the Federal 
Government has never bonded in the 
transportation area. A lot of States 
and communities wonder if they would 
even exist without bonds, but the Fed-
eral Government had never bonded in 
the transportation area. We, our bipar-
tisan coalition, believed a tax credit 
bond could be especially effective. But 
because Chairman BAUCUS and Senator 
GRASSLEY were willing to bet on our bi-
partisan coalition, our coalition that 
said Build America Bonds are going to 
be an efficient tool, we saw all the pre-
dictions for the success of this program 
exceeded. The reality of Build America 
Bonds blew past the predictions like a 
bullet train. Build America Bonds sold 
like hotcakes, getting desperately 
needed funding going into local com-
munities, creating jobs, and helping to 
strengthen our infrastructure. 

As I have suggested, anyone con-
cerned that in some way this bond pro-
gram would displace current assistance 
on infrastructure ought to look at the 
numbers I have cited. Under the Recov-
ery Act, there was $80 billion for direct 
Federal infrastructure spending. It has 
been spent on infrastructure or will be 
spent within the next year. And Build 
America Bonds were sold on top of that 
assistance. 

Here are some examples of Build 
America Bonds quickly putting folks 
to work. In Oregon’s Dayton school dis-
trict, they used Build America Bonds 
to employ up to 150 people building and 
remodeling classrooms. By using Build 
America Bonds, the school district 
saved an estimated $1.2 million in in-
terest costs. It is a small school dis-
trict. Those kinds of savings make a 
difference. 

Communities in Wisconsin have also 
used Build America Bonds. One small 
community used them to lower their fi-
nancing costs by 2.3 percent, allowing 
them to turn plans to upgrade roads, 
sewers, and buildings into reality. One 
of their leaders told Business Week 
magazine that without Build America 
Bonds, ‘‘some projects might not be 
done’’ and ‘‘there would be less employ-
ment.’’ 

Recently a CBO/Joint Tax Committee 
report highlighted a number of other 
benefits from Build America Bonds. 
CBO and the Joint Tax Committee 
found that tax credit bonds, like our 
Build America Bonds, are more cost ef-
fective than tax-exempt bonds. The re-
port also concludes that because the 
bonds are more attractive to investors, 
they are more efficient at raising cap-
ital. This saves municipalities time 
and money and effort that can be spent 
on other priorities. Aside from the fact 
that the funds are raised efficiently, 
what I have heard again and again— 
and I think this is what colleagues are 
going to be looking at when it comes to 
infrastructure investment—Build 
America Bonds get the job done quick-
ly. Because they have to adhere to Fed-
eral spending guidelines, all of the 
bond funds have to be spent within 2 
years of the date the bond is issued. 
This means that money is not just 
flowing into projects, it is being spent 
in the short term, paying to build 
roads and bridges and other infrastruc-
ture and putting folks back to work 
quickly. That is the kind of bang for 
our buck that Americans are hungry 
for right now. That is what Build 
America Bonds deliver. 

Back in the days before Build Amer-
ica Bonds were issued, the market for 
normal municipal bonds was almost 
frozen. It was very hard to sell munic-
ipal bonds. It certainly didn’t mean the 
need for financing infrastructure was 
not there, it was just very hard to get 
them through the traditional bond 
market. Build America Bonds have 
changed that. The private sector, folks 
who represent the country’s largest 
businesses—the Chamber of Commerce 
and National Association of Manufac-
turers—have been strong supporters of 
it. Many of the labor groups, the trades 
in particular, have been supportive of 
it because clearly business and working 
families need a working infrastructure 
to give businesses the security they 
need to think long term about their fu-
ture. 

But it is not just businesses that buy 
Build America Bonds. Nonprofits, like 
pension funds, have also found Build 

America Bonds an attractive invest-
ment. Although nonprofits cannot ben-
efit from the tax credits, bond issuers 
can pass on the value of the tax credits 
in the form of a higher interest rate for 
Build America Bonds than other types 
of bonds. By contrast, traditional tax- 
exempt municipal bonds are not a good 
investment for pension funds and other 
institutional investors that do not pay 
taxes. So Build America Bonds are es-
pecially attractive as a way for non-
profits to invest in American infra-
structure that traditional tax-exempt 
bonds do not provide. 

I am not surprised, and I think the 
judgment I have made would be shared 
by colleagues on the other side of the 
aisle because a lot of them have been 
involved over these last 6 years—we are 
not surprised that Build America 
Bonds are reinventing the municipal 
bond market. They have been a good 
deal for our communities and for all 
types of investors. They have freed up 
financing for badly needed infrastruc-
ture construction and ensured long- 
term economic growth. In some cases 
these bonds, according to people in 
communities across this country, make 
the difference between whether infra-
structure projects are actually going to 
get done. In other cases they lower the 
cost of the projects and allow commu-
nities to reinvestment those savings in 
other projects. 

By any scenario you look at with re-
spect to this program, this is one that 
helps local governments, local busi-
nesses, and the people who rely on in-
frastructure for jobs and economic se-
curity. My view is that is exactly the 
kind of solution folks are asking for 
from the Congress at this time. It is 
fine to speculate about programs you 
wish to have considered and you will 
look at down the road to see if they ac-
tually produce. The Obama administra-
tion now wants to make Build America 
Bonds permanent because they have 
seen the extraordinary response our 
country is demonstrating. Build Amer-
ica Bonds have produced, and they 
have produced exactly what was in-
tended: a prompt infrastructure invest-
ment in an efficient fashion. 

I express my appreciation to Chair-
man BAUCUS. Under his leadership the 
Finance Committee, on which I am 
honored to serve, is currently looking 
at expanding and improving Build 
America Bonds in the upcoming jobs 
bill. I told Secretary Geithner this 
morning that I had appreciated his 
leadership and the administration’s 
leadership on this issue. 

We have some questions about how to 
proceed—for example, whether, as I 
would like, Build America Bonds 
should be devoted to new job creation 
as opposed to assistance for operating 
expenses and other areas. But the bot-
tom line is those are the kinds of issues 
that Democrats and Republicans here 
in the Senate can take on in a bipar-
tisan way. What we know is we have 
something that is working, that is 
making a difference in this critical in-
frastructure area, and that literally 
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has 6 years worth of bipartisan history 
where Democrats and Republicans have 
come together on an issue that is ex-
traordinarily important to our Nation. 

If we keep working together on good 
ideas such as Build America Bonds, by 
the time the current economic storm 
passes our country’s infrastructure will 
be finally ready to support a strong, 
healthy economy that lies ahead for 
our Nation. 

I yield the floor and suggest the ab-
sence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BEN-
NET). The clerk will call the roll. 

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll. 

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent that the order 
for the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

NOMINATIONS 
Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President, I 

come to the floor as the chairman of 
the Select Committee on Intelligence 
to speak on two nominations that have 
been before our committee. Both of 
these nominees have been unanimously 
passed out by our committee. 

The first is the top person for intel-
ligence and analysis at the Department 
of Homeland Security. Her name is Ms. 
Caryn Wagner. Second, Ambassador 
Phil Goldberg, who is nominated to be 
Assistant Secretary for Intelligence 
and Research at the Department of 
State. 

These nominations are critically im-
portant to the safety and security of 
this Nation. These are the top intel-
ligence officials in two different de-
partments. There has been an objection 
to a unanimous request from the other 
side on the question to confirm these 
nominees. The majority leader of the 
Senate has come to the floor twice to 
implore, to request, to ask that these 
two nominees be approved because 
these are top intelligence people for 
the respective departments. 

We just had a national threat hear-
ing, a world threat hearing in the In-
telligence Committee, open to the pub-
lic and press, this afternoon. I asked 
the question: What is the possibility of 
an attack against the homeland in the 
next 3 to 6 months? Is it high? Is it 
low? Director Blair; Director Panetta; 
Director Mueller of the FBI; the head 
of the Defense Intelligence Agency, 
General Burgess; the acting head of the 
INR, the intelligence agency of the 
State Department, Ambassador 
Dinger—every one of them said that 
there will be an attempt at an attack. 
The threat is high. Yet we cannot get 
confirmed two top people whose job it 
is to see that the analysis of this intel-
ligence is correct. 

Let me speak for a moment about 
Caryn Wagner. She has had a distin-
guished career in public and private 
service that has prepared her to be the 
Under Secretary of Homeland Security 
for Intelligence and Analysis. 

We just had an attempted Christmas 
attack on the homeland. Ms. Wagner is 

the top person of that Department to 
deal with the intelligence related to 
exactly this—protection of the home-
land. 

You might think, well, is there a 
problem with the nominee? And the an-
swer to that is no. She is currently an 
instructor in intelligence resource 
management for the Intelligence and 
Security Academy. She was hired from 
the House Permanent Select Com-
mittee on Intelligence. Prior to that, 
she served as the Assistant Deputy Di-
rector of National Intelligence for 
Management and as the first Chief Fi-
nancial Officer for the National Intel-
ligence Program. She assumed this po-
sition after serving as Executive Direc-
tor for Intelligence Community Af-
fairs. 

She also previously served as the sen-
ior Defense Intelligence Agency rep-
resentative to the U.S. European Com-
mand and the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization, as well as Deputy Direc-
tor for Analysis and Production at the 
Defense Intelligence Agency. She was 
also formerly staff director of the Sub-
committee on Tactical and Technical 
Intelligence on the House Permanent 
Select Committee on Intelligence and a 
signals intelligence and electronic war-
fare officer in the U.S. Army. 

She has been an intelligence official 
all of her professional life. She is seri-
ous. She is capable. She is a good can-
didate for the position of Under Sec-
retary of Homeland Security. 

We held a confirmation hearing on 
Ms. Wagner’s nomination on December 
1. Given the overlapping interest of the 
Homeland Security Committee, the 
Homeland Security and Government 
Affairs Committee held a hearing on 
her confirmation on December 3. There 
were no issues with her nomination in 
that committee. 

The position to which she is nomi-
nated is the top intelligence position in 
the Department of Homeland Security. 
The main responsibilities of this office 
are to ensure that information related 
to homeland security threats are col-
lected, analyzed, and disseminated to 
homeland security customers in the de-
partment at the State, local, and tribal 
levels. 

So this is an important job. There is 
no one in it. We have just had an at-
tack, and the chances of another at-
tempted attack in the next 6 months 
are high. Yet somebody on the other 
side—I suspect for political reasons—is 
holding her up. It makes no sense, if 
you want to protect this Nation, to 
hold up this position. I hope whoever it 
is will come to the floor and explain 
why they are holding up this nominee, 
a woman who has had a lifetime dedi-
cated to intelligence, who would be the 
top intelligence person in the Depart-
ment of Homeland Security. One per-
son holding her up, vetted by two com-
mittees, Intelligence and Homeland Se-
curity, without a negative vote at In-
telligence. Why would someone hold 
her up? For their own agenda? Is it ap-
propriate to hold her up for someone’s 

own personal agenda, when you have 
the top person in that department re-
sponsible for intelligence, at a time 
when we have just had an attempted 
attack? I think not. 

The Under Secretary of the office 
leads efforts to collect and analyze in-
telligence, to see that it is shared ap-
propriately and provided to other intel-
ligence community agencies. The 
Under Secretary provides homeland se-
curity intelligence and advice to the 
Secretary, as well as to other senior of-
ficials in the Department, and serves as 
the Department’s senior interagency 
intelligence representative. They have 
no one right now. It makes no sense to 
me. 

In short, this individual, the Under 
Secretary for Intelligence of the De-
partment of Homeland Security, is re-
sponsible for ensuring that intelligence 
relating to a threat to the United 
States is acted upon. That spot is va-
cant. From an intelligence point of 
view, this is quite terrible. It is delete-
rious. It is not right for this body to 
hold up this nominee. 

Unfortunately, the Office of Intel-
ligence and Analysis has experienced 
numerous problems in its short tenure. 
Let me note some: The office’s ill-de-
fined planning, programming, and 
budgeting processes; a gross overreli-
ance on contractors, to the point that 
63 percent of the workforce was con-
tracted out as of this summer; and a 
lack of a strategic plan. These are 
three major problems for which the 
Under Secretary needs to get on board. 
The Under Secretary needs to solve 
these problems. 

On a number of occasions, the office 
has produced and disseminated finished 
intelligence that has been based on 
noncredible, open-source materials or 
focused intelligence resources on the 
first amendment-protected activities of 
American citizens. 

So what is my bottom line? The of-
fice is in need of strong leadership from 
an Under Secretary with an extensive 
background in management of intel-
ligence. The Intelligence Committee is 
confident Ms. Wagner is such a person. 
She is up to the challenge. She testi-
fied that, if confirmed, among her first 
tasks will be to review a draft plan to 
restructure and refine the office’s mis-
sion, which will be a good first indica-
tion of how Ms. Wagner will manage 
the organization. We should get crack-
ing. We should get it done. We should 
get this spot filled. 

I, respectfully, ask that if there is 
something we do not know, that the 
Homeland Security Committee does 
not know, that the Intelligence Com-
mittee does not know, that the person 
holding her up come to the floor and 
tell us what it is. It is a significant def-
icit not to have this position filled. 

Let me turn to the nomination of 
Ambassador Philip Goldberg to be As-
sistant Secretary for Intelligence and 
Research at the State Department. 
Again, the Intelligence Committee had 
a hearing. We unanimously approved 
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Ambassador Goldberg’s nomination on 
December 10, the same day we reported 
out Ms. Wagner’s nomination. 

Ambassador Goldberg has a distin-
guished 20-year career in the Foreign 
Service, where he has served as the 
charge d’affairs and deputy chief of 
mission in Santiago, Chile; the chief of 
mission in Pristina, Kosovo; and in the 
U.S. Embassies in Bogota, Colombia, 
and Pretoria, South Africa. Ambas-
sador Goldberg is a graduate of Boston 
University and, before joining the For-
eign Service, he worked for the city of 
New York. 

From 2006 to 2008, he served as Am-
bassador to Bolivia, during a period of 
heightened tensions between our two 
countries. 

In mid-September 2008, President Evo 
Morales accused Ambassador Goldberg 
of supporting opposition forces, declar-
ing him persona non grata, and ex-
pelled him from the country. 

The Intelligence Committee carefully 
reviewed Ambassador Goldberg’s con-
duct in Bolivia. We have found he acted 
appropriately during his tenure and 
carried out the policies of the U.S. 
Government. In fact, an inspector gen-
eral report on the Embassy, published 
in September of 2008, gave Ambassador 
Goldberg and his deputy high marks, 
stating: 

The Ambassador and the deputy chief of 
mission (DCM) provide clear policy guidance 
and leadership . . . [They gather] input and 
the advice from their staff, forging an excel-
lent working relationship among all agencies 
and sections at post. 

After Ambassador Goldberg’s expul-
sion from Bolivia, the State Depart-
ment strongly defended the Ambas-
sador, both in the public press as well 
as in internal memoranda. In short, the 
Intelligence Committee believes Am-
bassador Goldberg acted professionally 
and bears no blame for the Bolivian de-
cision to expel him. 

Since June of 2009, Ambassador Gold-
berg has served as the coordinator for 
the implementation of United Nations 
resolution 1874, which imposed eco-
nomic and commercial sanctions on 
North Korea. In this position, he has 
relied on sensitive intelligence report-
ing to build a diplomatic consensus to 
search North Korean cargo. 

Ambassador Goldberg appeared be-
fore the Intelligence Committee for a 
confirmation hearing on December 1, 
2009. Given its jurisdiction over the 
State Department, the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee also held a hear-
ing on Ambassador Goldberg’s nomina-
tion on November 19, 2009. No problems 
with the nomination were identified. 

The unanimous view is, Ambassador 
Goldberg is an experienced professional 
who is very capable and ready to as-
sume his new duties. 

The position of Assistant Secretary 
for Intelligence and Research is a 
unique one in the intelligence commu-
nity. The bureau, which we refer to 
simply as INR, produces all source in-
telligence analysis to advise the Sec-
retary of State and other senior policy 

officials and presents an important 
viewpoint in the internal deliberations 
of the intelligence analytic commu-
nity. INR analysts are highly expert in 
their fields and often improve the qual-
ity of coordinated intelligence assess-
ments by challenging the views of 
other agencies and, if necessary, dis-
senting from consensus judgments, if 
they believe them to be incorrect or 
unsubstantiated. 

I first came to appreciate INR’s inde-
pendent-minded approach in 2002, when 
its analysts dissented from the official 
judgment of the intelligence commu-
nity regarding Iraq’s weapons of mass 
destruction. INR analysts expressed 
less certainty regarding the claim that 
Iraq was reconstituting nuclear weap-
ons, believing that Saddam Hussein’s 
pursuit of aluminum tubing was not for 
nuclear purposes. 

History, of course, proved the INR 
analysts to be correct, as Iraq was not 
reconstituting a nuclear weapons pro-
gram. 

Bottom line: Ambassador Goldberg is 
well qualified, and the position for 
which he has been nominated to fill is 
an important one within the intel-
ligence community. There has been no 
reason put forward why he should not 
be confirmed. Two committees have 
held hearings. The Intelligence Com-
mittee recommended his confirmation 
unanimously. We did for both these 
nominees. Yet there is a hold on the 
other side of the aisle. 

As chairman of the Intelligence Com-
mittee, I believe it places our Nation at 
a security disadvantage. I urge that 
change. I urge that whoever has the 
hold, if they have something that is 
consequential against either one of 
these nominees, do the honorable 
thing. Come to the floor of the Senate, 
express your objections. Have the de-
bate and dialog on the ability, the ex-
perience, the doings of these two peo-
ple. They are superbly qualified. Nei-
ther one of these was plucked out of 
some political community and thrust 
into these positions. They have both 
been dedicated professionals. That is 
one of the reasons why this hold is so 
difficult to understand. 

I wish the Senate to know that the 
Intelligence Committee, which I am 
proud to chair, takes its responsibility 
to review the President’s nominees to 
positions requiring Senate confirma-
tion very seriously. Our process is 
thorough and bipartisan. The staff does 
an investigation. The documents are 
reviewed. The hearing is held. Written 
questions are sent. Written questions 
are answered. The questions and their 
answers are read. The committee dis-
cusses it and votes. In this case, three 
committees have reviewed these two 
nominees. The Intelligence Committee 
has found them qualified for their posi-
tions. Yet they are held up. 

Consider that on Christmas Day we 
had someone who tried to explode a de-
vice, a device which will be perfected, 
which will be used again, which is basi-
cally impossible to find by a magne-

tometer in an airport, which will be 
used again, and that intelligence pro-
fessionals assess with confidence that 
we face another attack. We ought to 
get these positions filled. 

Unless there is some reason why 
these two nominees are faulty, if they 
are not qualified, if they have done 
something wrong, then I say come to 
the floor and oppose them openly. But 
‘‘time’s awastin’.’’ These positions 
have to be staffed. This country has to 
be protected. Our intelligence profes-
sionals need to be in place. In two de-
partments, we have two high-level po-
sitions relating to intelligence that are 
not filled and should be filled and these 
nominees are waiting. 

So I hope someone is listening. I 
hope, somehow, someway, this will 
make a difference. And I very much 
hope we will be able to confirm both of 
these nominees—reviewed by the For-
eign Relations Committee, one; by the 
Homeland Security Committee, the 
other; and reviewed and approved by 
the Intelligence Committee, both. 

Thank you very much, Mr. President. 
I yield the floor. 
I suggest the absence of a quorum. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 

BEGICH). The clerk will call the roll. 
The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call the roll. 
Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 
UDALL of Colorado). Without objection, 
it is so ordered. 

Mr. HARKIN. Well, Mr. President, 
here we are. It is about 5 minutes to 6 
p.m. We have been here all day today 
postcloture on Patricia Smith. Again, 
to recap why we are here—I am not 
certain why we are here but to recap 
the fact that we are here—Patricia 
Smith was reported out of our com-
mittee last year, was held up to be the 
Solicitor for the Department of Labor, 
and finally we had to file cloture be-
cause she was being filibustered. That 
cloture motion ripened last night and 
we had a cloture vote last night. Sixty 
people voted to end debate and bring 
her up for a vote. Well, under the rules 
of the Senate, there is then 30 hours of 
debate. So we have been here. It has 
been nearly 30 hours. 

We have been here all day today, and, 
as I understand, only one person 
showed up today to talk against her 
nomination. That was my colleague 
and good friend, Senator ENZI from Wy-
oming, the ranking member of our 
committee. I looked at the transcript 
of what he said, and basically it was 
just about what was said yesterday. 
Nothing new came out today. I know 
Mr. ENZI opposes her nomination. That 
is no secret. It is his right to do that. 
But here we are using 30 hours and only 
one person today has come over to 
speak against her. 

So, again, I just say this to inform 
the public that here we are, the lights 
are on, the electricity is running, the 
bills are going up, and we are here for 
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no good reason whatsoever. We could 
have voted on the nominee last night. 
We could have voted this morning and 
moved on to other business. There is 
other business before the Senate that 
needs to be attended to. But the Repub-
licans have decided under their leader-
ship to slow everything down. 

I have heard it said by the leadership 
on the Republican side that the public 
wants them to stop bad legislation. 
That is why they use the filibuster. 
Well, this is not legislation. This is a 
person to be the Solicitor for the De-
partment of Labor, and obviously she 
has more than enough votes to get con-
firmed. She is eminently well qualified. 
She has a broad swath of support. 
Again, they can filibuster, but we had 
the vote on that last night to end the 
filibuster. But, again, it is their right 
under the rules—I am not denying 
that—it is their right to drag it out for 
30 more hours. But to what end? To 
what purpose? Has more information 
come out about Ms. Smith that might 
change somebody’s mind on how they 
are going to vote, whether she should 
take this position? No, nothing more 
has come out, no new information. So 
here we are wasting time, slowing ev-
erything down. The public has to know 
this. People out there are frustrated 
because we are not getting anything 
done. This is a perfect example of how 
the Senate has become dysfunctional— 
dysfunctional. Here we are for 30 hours 
doing absolutely nothing, to no end 
whatsoever. 

Usually, as to the 30 hours after a 
cloture vote has been had, people will 
say: Well, there is new information. We 
have to bring out something new. We 
can maybe change some votes. 

Nothing new has come out and noth-
ing new will come out. She has been 
thoroughly vetted since last April, al-
most a year. She has responded to 
every written question. She has re-
sponded to any personal request to 
meet with her. So everything is out 
there in the open. Yet the Republicans 
insist on dragging it out for 30 hours. 
Again, the public has a right to ask 
why. Again, to what end? To what end 
are we dragging out the 30 hours? Well, 
I guess the end is to try to keep us 
from doing anything else. 

As President Obama said in his State 
of the Union Address, just saying no is 
not leadership. Just saying no is not 
leadership. That is all we are hearing 
from the Republican side—no to every-
thing. Well, it is all right if they want 
to say no, but at least let’s vote. Let’s 
vote. 

It is very frustrating—very frus-
trating. I know they can use the rules, 
but you can also abuse the rules. The 
filibuster is being abused. It used to be 
used only for weighty measures in 
which there was a true disagreement 
and for which, perhaps, some could be 
swayed one way or the other through 
the debate and arguments that came 
forward on the floor—not for nomina-
tions. So everything is slowed down. 

I also wish to say a few more words 
on behalf of Patricia Smith. Again, we 

have not heard anything new during 
these 30 hours. There was one thing my 
colleague and friend Senator ENZI said 
today that I do want to respond to. 
Again, it was nothing new, but it was 
just said again today about this Wage 
Watch that was instituted in New York 
as a pilot program, about how they 
were going to investigate and go into 
businesses and all that kind of stuff. 
Again, I do not want to repeat what 
somebody lower down has said. I want 
to know what Ms. Smith herself said 
about it. 

Here, as shown on this chart, is an e- 
mail from Commissioner Smith—right 
now from her—dated January 15, 2009, 
when they were starting up this pro-
gram. Here is her e-mail—not some 
underling’s, not some staff person’s, 
but Ms. Smith’s, who is the subject of 
the nomination— 

Wage Watch groups will be conducting ac-
tivities which promote labor law compliance 
. . . including handing out leaflets about 
labor laws to workers at community events 
or supermarkets; giving know-your-rights 
training to workers; talking to workers at 
restaurants and other businesses open to the 
public; and talking with employers about 
labor law compliance. 

Please note that the groups and individ-
uals who participate as Wage Watchers will 
not be agency employees or official rep-
resentatives of the Labor Department. They 
are not replacing staff and they are not 
going to be conducting investigations of any 
kind. Their role is limited to doing outreach 
and community education, and to reporting 
any violations they encounter to the divi-
sion. 

So that is what the Wage Watch was 
set up to be. But, again, we keep hear-
ing all of these accusations about vigi-
lantes and all that kind of stuff. They 
are not empowered to enter any place 
of business unless the employer lets 
them or unless it is a place of business 
where the general public can go such as 
a restaurant, a Wal-Mart, whatever— 
stores. Wherever the public can go, 
they can go, but they cannot enter a 
business that is not generally acces-
sible to the public. I wanted to set the 
record straight one more time. 

Again, if Ms. Smith were so bad, I 
would daresay you couldn’t find a busi-
ness group that would support her. I 
have here a whole bunch of letters from 
business groups in the State of New 
York where she is presently the labor 
commissioner extolling her virtues and 
her ability to work with the business 
community. Here is the Business Coun-
cil of New York State. I won’t read it 
all, but it says: 

As the president and CEO of a statewide 
business trade organization, I believe Ms. 
Smith is superbly qualified to assume the re-
sponsibilities of Solicitor General and urge 
the Committee’s favorable disposition of her 
nomination. 

He goes on to say: 
Ms. Smith’s long tenure as an Assistant 

Attorney General of New York leading its 
Labor Bureau showed her to be thorough, 
fair, and judicious in the use of the tools at 
her disposal to ensure compliance with New 
York’s labor law. 

Then he goes on further: 

What is important to note is that under 
Ms. Smith’s leadership, she made an extra ef-
fort to communicate directly with the busi-
ness community, to elicit feedback, to pro-
vide us with a heads-up, and to balance our 
comments as she framed policy and practice 
within her Department. Her outreach to us 
and communication with us was open, hon-
est, candid, and frequent. 

I ask unanimous consent that the 
letter from Kenneth Adams, president 
and CEO of the Business Council of 
New York, be printed in the RECORD at 
this point. 

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

THE BUSINESS COUNCIL 
OF NEW YORK STATE, INC., 

Albany, NY, August 14, 2009. 
Re Nomination of M. Patricia Smith, U.S. 

Department of Labor Solicitor General. 
Hon. MICHAEL B. ENZI, 
U.S. Senate, Senate Russell Office Building, 

Washington, DC 20510. 
DEAR SENATOR ENZI: On behalf of the 3,000 

members of The Business Council of New 
York State, I write in support of President 
Obama’s nomination of Ms. Patricia Smith 
for the position of Solicitor General at the 
United States Department of Labor. As the 
president and CEO of a statewide business 
trade organization, I believe Ms. Smith is su-
perbly qualified to assume the responsibil-
ities of Solicitor General and urge the Com-
mittee’s favorable disposition of her nomina-
tion. 

As the Committee has the broadest access 
to Ms. Smith’s resume and credentials, I 
write to add a perspective which often does 
not translate well from written documents 
or background checks. Ms. Smith’s long ten-
ure as an Assistant Attorney General of New 
York leading its Labor Bureau showed her to 
be thorough, fair and judicious in the use of 
the tools at her disposal to ensure compli-
ance with New York’s Labor Law. She care-
fully balanced the disparate issues before her 
and sought resolution as opposed to prosecu-
tion, when that result would serve the best 
interests of New York’s citizens. And where 
blatant fraud, abuse and disregard for New 
York’s Labor Law was evident, she did not 
rush for headlines and photo opportunities, 
but rather worked closely with appropriate 
officials to build a legal case which would 
withstand scrutiny and higher level appeals. 

In her tenure as New York’s Commissioner 
of Labor, Ms. Smith continued her vigilance 
and diligence on behalf of New York’s citi-
zens, again balancing the many different 
roles the Department of Labor serves in New 
York State. To those not familiar with the 
responsibilities of that Department, they 
may not understand the challenge it can be 
to manage an agency which issues unemploy-
ment benefits; must be vigilant about fraud 
in that $2.5 billion unemployment system; 
engages with businesses and individuals to 
help put people back to work; manages a 
workforce development system designed to 
improve skills of our workforce; and, en-
forces rigorous minimum wage, safety and 
health, and various labor standards’ stat-
utes. At times, a Commissioner is asked to 
decide between what may seem to be con-
flicting goals and objectives; Ms. Smith al-
ways demonstrated to the business commu-
nity a willingness to listen, to reflect and to 
respond. 

To be sure, our organization did not always 
agree with the policy direction taken under 
Ms. Smith’s tenure. But there are well-estab-
lished processes through which we can pur-
sue changes to policies with which we dis-
agree. What is important to note is that 
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under Ms. Smith’s leadership, she made an 
extra effort to communicate directly with 
the business community, to elicit feedback, 
to provide us with a heads-up, and to balance 
our comments as she framed policy and prac-
tice within her Department. Her outreach to 
us and communication with us was open, 
honest, candid and frequent. While some may 
view her tenure as one of strict enforcement, 
with little regard to practical day-to-day 
business realities, our membership would 
disagree, as we believe she offered an oppor-
tunity to the business community to be a 
part of the solution, rather than just react-
ing to the problems. 

New York’s Labor Laws date back a cen-
tury and reflect the seriousness with which 
policymakers then and now feel the law 
should protect workers and be responsive to 
their needs. That is the statutory and regu-
latory environment within which New York 
employers must operate. Where employers 
engage in fraud and abuse of employees, en-
forcement of the law is a duty, not an option. 
Ms. Smith has shown a clear ability to bal-
ance her duty as a public official to enforce 
the law and her obligation as a public offi-
cial to ensure that the law provides for rea-
sonable application and reasonable solu-
tions. 

It is those critical skills—listening, inter-
preting, and balancing—that make Ms. 
Smith an ideal candidate to serve as the 
United States Department of Labor’s Solic-
itor General and I would ask that the Com-
mittee move on her nomination upon its re-
turn in September. 

Should any Committee members benefit 
from further discussion on her nomination to 
which I can contribute, please feel free to 
contact me at your convenience. 

Sincerely, 
KENNETH ADAMS, 

President and CEO. 

Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, here is a 
letter from the Partnership for New 
York City. Again, I won’t read it all, 
but it says: 

As an advocate for businesses and eco-
nomic development in New York for more 
than twenty-five years, I have had the oppor-
tunity to interact with many public officials. 
Ms. Smith stands out as one of the most 
dedicated and effective of our state commis-
sioners and I consider her to be an excellent 
choice for the post that the President has se-
lected her for. 

That is from the president and CEO 
of the Partnership for New York City. 

I ask unanimous consent that it be 
printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

SEPTEMBER 1, 2009. 
Hon. MICHAEL B. ENZI, 
U.S. Senate, Senate Russell Office Building, 

Washington, DC. 
DEAR SENATOR ENZI: I am writing in sup-

port of President Obama’s nomination of M. 
Patricia Smith for Solicitor General of the 
United States Department of Labor. 

The Partnership for New York City is an 
organization whose members include many 
of the nation’s most prominent business 
leaders. Our mission is to work with govern-
ment, organized labor and the not-for-profit 
sector to build a stronger city and state, 
with a focus on education, infrastructure and 
the economy. 

During the past year, we have been par-
ticularly concerned about the threat that 
the global financial crisis and recession have 
had on the financial services industry, which 
is a key source of jobs and tax revenues for 

New York. Thousands of city businesses and 
workers, either directly or indirectly, have 
been casualties of this crisis. As New York 
State Labor Commissioner, Patricia Smith 
has been a strong voice and essential partner 
in addressing the issues arising from this cri-
sis and helping to insure that New York re-
mains the financial capital of the country 
and the world. 

Ms. Smith acted decisively to mobilize 
New York, Connecticut and New Jersey to 
collaborate as a region with a shared inter-
est in the recovery of the financial services 
industry and keeping top talent here. She led 
efforts to secure a $20 million National 
Emergency Grant that is currently helping 
thousands who have been laid off to train for 
new careers. She established a New York 
Early Alert/Retention Team to respond to 
small businesses in danger of closure, reloca-
tion, or financial crisis that would result in 
mass layoffs. 

She has aggressively promoted programs 
that help employers retain productive work-
ers during downturns and fund employer- 
sponsored worker training initiatives. She 
increased employer participation in the fed-
eral Work Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC), 
which provides incentives to employers to 
hire people who are hard to employ. The 
Partnership strongly supports these pro-
grams, and every one of them has seen un-
precedented success in New York City under 
Commissioner Smith’s leadership. 

As an advocate for businesses and eco-
nomic development in New York for more 
than 25 years, I have had the opportunity to 
interact with many public officials. Ms. 
Smith stands out as one of the most dedi-
cated and effective of our state commis-
sioners and I consider her to be an excellent 
choice for the post that the President has se-
lected her for. 

We hope you will support her nomination 
and would be happy to answer any questions 
you might have about her work with the New 
York business community. 

Sincerely, 
KATHRYN S. WYLDE, 

President & CEO. 

Mr. HARKIN. Here is a letter from 
the Manufacturers Association of Cen-
tral New York: 

The Department of Labor under the leader-
ship of Commissioner Smith has been fully 
supportive in our mission to enhance and im-
prove our sector’s workforce. Commissioner 
Smith and her team have been informative, 
helpful, and involved every step of the way, 
ensuring our membership has the tools, edu-
cation and skills they need in order to suc-
ceed. 

It is signed by Randy Wolken, presi-
dent of the Manufacturers Association 
of New York. 

I ask unanimous consent that this 
letter be included in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 
OF CENTRAL NEW YORK, 

Syracuse, NY, September 11, 2009. 
Re Nomination of M. Patricia Smith as So-

licitor General, United States Depart-
ment of Labor. 

Hon. JEFF MERKLEY, 
U.S. Senate, Russell Senate Office Building, 

Washington, DC. 
DEAR MR. MERKLEY: On behalf of MACNY, 

the Manufacturers Association and its mem-
bers, I fully give my support to the nomina-
tion of Patricia Smith as Solicitor General 
of the United States Department of Labor. 

MACNY is a trade association representing 
over 330 member companies with over 55,000 

employees within a 19-county region, and we 
serve and advocate for the growth and devel-
opment of the manufacturing sector of New 
York State. Founded in 1913, we pride our-
selves on not only being the largest associa-
tion of manufacturers in New York, but also 
one of the oldest and most widely recognized 
associations in the nation. 

For Central and Upstate New York to re-
tain its manufacturing base, manufacturers 
must be able to compete in the global econ-
omy. Manufacturing strength is contingent 
upon the quality of the region’s workforce. 
Manufacturers often cite the quality of the 
workforce as a key reason for business ex-
pansion and the lack of it as a reason for 
closing and/or relocating. Expanding the 
trained and educated manufacturing work-
force is therefore crucial to the Upstate New 
York economy. As such, one of MACNY’s 
core mission areas remains workforce devel-
opment. Training programs help manufac-
turers educate workers and remain in Cen-
tral and Upstate New York. 

The Department of Labor under the leader-
ship of Commissioner Smith has been fully 
supportive in our mission to enhance and im-
prove our sector’s workforce. Commissioner 
Smith and her team have been informative, 
helpful, and involved every step of the way, 
ensuring our membership has the tools, edu-
cation and skills they need in order to suc-
ceed. 

One such example is the partnership be-
tween MACNY and DOL on the successful 
Shared Work Program. Since its inception, 
MACNY has lent its support and continued 
to promote this beneficial DOL program. 
Through this unique and successful partner-
ship, over 34 member companies have uti-
lized and benefited from the Shared Work 
program, including Revere Copper Products, 
Endicott Interconnect and Manth Brownell, 
Inc. 

In another similar partnership, in May of 
2009, MACNY hosted a Workforce Develop-
ment partnership meeting for the planning 
of reemployment services on behalf of Magna 
Power train, a longtime MACNY member 
and major market manufacturing employer 
located in Dewitt, New York. The meeting, 
in partnership with the Department of 
Labor, focused on the company’s employees 
and the anticipated downsizings and possible 
future plant closure. Since economic and 
labor pool questions are regular inquiries 
from our membership, MACNY holds a vest-
ed interest in the related progress. As a re-
sult of this meeting, and with thanks to the 
expertise and hard work of the Department 
of Labor, MACNY remains readily available 
to promote an applicant pool and highly 
qualified resumes to their membership. 

Commissioner Smith has also spent her 
tenure advocating on the federal level for 
funding in workforce development initiatives 
and continued Federal workforce training 
dollars, a cause that has greatly benefited 
MACNY’s membership. Meeting with edi-
torial boards and local officials, New York’s 
Congressional delegation, as well as key 
Congressional committee members and staff, 
Commissioner Smith was able to draw atten-
tion to and oppose the 50% cut in New York’s 
Workforce Investment Act (WIA) dollars 
since 2000. In recent years, MACNY has been 
grateful in securing federal funding for 
workforce and training initiatives, allowing 
members to receive discounted advanced 
skills training as a way to keep their costs 
down and advance their workforce. Without 
Commissioner Smith’s tireless efforts in this 
capacity, this critical program would not be 
possible. 

As earlier stated, for over 95 years MACNY 
has been tirelessly working to ensure we 
have the most up-to-date services and infor-
mation needed to allow our manufacturing 
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community to grow and prosper. In examples 
as cited above, plus many more, our collabo-
rative partnership with the Department of 
Labor allows us to learn and educate our 
membership on how the state’s workforce de-
velopment programs can best help them. The 
continued leadership of Commissioner Pat 
Smith in such instances has been exemplary, 
and our collective membership is grateful for 
both her and the Department of Labor’s 
years of dedication to the state’s manufac-
turing community. 

It is Commissioner Smith’s dedication, 
leadership, and innovative thinking that 
make her an exceptional candidate for Solic-
itor for the United States Department of 
Labor, and on behalf of MACNY, I fully sup-
port her nomination for this position. 

If you have any other questions in this ca-
pacity, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 
RANDY WOLKEN, 

President. 

Mr. HARKIN. Here is a letter from 
the Plattsburgh North Country Cham-
ber of Commerce. They said: 

Since she assumed leadership of the New 
York State Labor Department in 2007, we 
have enjoyed not only attention and engage-
ment from Patricia Smith but a genuine 
working partnership. 

It goes on to say: 
I could cite additional examples, but the 

bottom line is this. Patricia Smith has been 
an outstanding partner as Commissioner of 
the New York State Labor Dept., and will be 
an outstanding solicitor for the U.S. Labor 
Department. We strongly encourage her ear-
liest possible confirmation by the Senate. 

This letter is signed by Garry F. 
Douglas, president and CEO of the 
Plattsburgh North Country Chamber of 
Commerce. I ask unanimous consent 
that it be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

PLATTSBURGH NORTH COUNTRY 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, 

Plattsburgh, NY, August 10, 2009. 
Re Nomination of Patricia Smith to be DOL 

Solicitor. 

Hon. MICHAEL B. ENZI, 
U.S. Senate, Russell Senate Office Building, 

Washington, DC. 
DEAR SENATOR ENZI: Our Chamber is the 

largest business and economic development 
alliance in northern New York and one of the 
five largest in our state, representing more 
than 3,250 companies. I have had the pleasure 
of serving as President and CEO since 1993, 
having previously served as Executive As-
sistant to former Congressman Gerald Sol-
omon (R-NY 23) for fourteen years. 

During my sixteen years of engagement in 
business and workforce development in this 
region, I have had many occasions to work 
with our New York State Labor Department 
in various efforts to assist employers and to 
design and implement meaningful workforce 
training programs. I am writing to tell you 
firsthand that until Patricia Smith was 
named Commissioner, we enjoyed an excel-
lent working relationship with our local 
State Labor Dept. officials but enjoyed little 
leadership, engagement or even interest 
from the Commissioner’s office. 

Since she assumed leadership of the New 
York State Labor Dept. in 2007, we have en-
joyed not only attention and engagement 
from Patricia Smith but a genuine working 
partnership. 

This includes the design, funding and im-
plementation of a three-year Aerospace, 

Transportation Equipment & Green Tech 
Workforce Strategy for our region, our first 
multifaceted approach to the creation of a 
capacity in our region to attract and support 
employers in these targeted sectors. The cre-
ative approach features everything from sup-
port for the start-up of Plattsburgh Aero-
nautical Institute, an FAA-certified A&P 
mechanics’ school, to further development of 
a new Global Supply Chain Management 
school at our local university, to the launch 
of new electronics and alternative energy 
technology programs at our community col-
lege, and more. 

And although we are just beginning the 
second year of implementation under the 
three-year plan, the results are already tan-
gible. Plattsburgh Aeronautical Institute is 
set to fully open its doors next month, and is 
already putting us in play in terms of mar-
keting the former Plattsburgh Air Force 
Base for future aerospace activities. And 
Volvo/Nova Bus has just opened a new plant 
in our community with 300 employees for the 
production of transit buses in the U.S., a 
venture that would not have been feasible 
without the programs she helped us get up 
and running. 

In these and other ways, Patricia Smith 
has worked with us to give true life to the 
notion of wedding economic and workforce 
development. But at the same time, she has 
also been a partner in serving the current 
needs of our employers. 

A prime example is a major workplace 
safety training program administered 
through our Chamber under contract with 
the State Labor Dept., bringing meaningful 
safety training to hundreds of small employ-
ers who could never access it otherwise. 

Even in current tough situations, in which 
some of our manufacturers have needed to 
reduce production, she and her team have 
been there with creative solutions. This in-
cludes a Shared Work program now being 
used by a major railcar assembly plant. 
Rather than fully lay off a percentage of 
their workers, they are using this program 
to reduce their hours, with NYSDOL allow-
ing them to access unemployment insurance 
benefits for the percentage of hours they are 
not working while being paid by the com-
pany for the remainder. The obvious result is 
a better economic interim for the employees, 
and the ability for the company to hold onto 
skilled employees they want to bring back to 
fulltime when orders pick up. 

I could cite additional examples, but the 
bottom line is this. Patricia Smith has been 
an outstanding partner as Commissioner of 
the New York State Labor Dept., and will be 
an outstanding Solicitor for the U.S. Labor 
Department. We strongly encourage her ear-
liest possible confirmation by the Senate. 

Please let me know if there are any ques-
tions we might be able to answer, and thank 
you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 
GERRY F. DOUGLAS, 

President and CEO. 

Mr. HARKIN. Here is a letter from 
the Long Island Forum for Technology. 
It says: 

With a strong record of achievement and 
leadership, Patricia Smith has been an out-
standing Commissioner of the NYS Depart-
ment of Labor. With her vision and her en-
ergy, we believe she will make an out-
standing addition to the U.S. Department of 
Labor’s leadership team and we urge her ear-
liest confirmation. 

It is signed by the president of the 
Long Island Forum for Technology. 

I ask unanimous consent that it be 
printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

LONG ISLAND FORUM FOR TECHNOLOGY, 
Bay Shore, NY, August 21, 2009. 

Re Nomination of M. Patricia Smith, U.S. 
Department of Labor Solicitor. 

Hon. MICHAEL B. ENZI, 
U.S. Senate, Senate Russell Office Building, 

Washington, DC. 
DEAR SENATOR ENZI: As the President of 

the Long Island Forum for Technology I am 
writing in support of the nomination of Ms, 
Patricia Smith for the position of Solicitor 
General at the United States Department of 
Labor. 

Founded in the 1970’s, LIFT is a not-for- 
profit organization whose focus is on tech-
nology-driven economic development 
throughout the Long Island region. Our suc-
cess is evidenced by the recognition and re-
sponsibilities conferred on us by our partners 
in the State and Federal Government includ-
ing: 

LIFT serves as the U.S. Department of 
Commerce Manufacturing Extension Partner 
(MEP), one of nearly 350 MEP locations 
across the country; 

LIFT serves as the NYS Foundation for 
Science, Technology and Innovation 
(NYSTAR) designated Regional Technology 
Development Center (RIDC) for the region; 

LIFT serves as the NYS DOL Sector Inter-
mediary in the Advanced Manufacturing 
Sector and on the National Governors Asso-
ciation (NGA) Sector Policy Academy. 

It was in the last role that we have come 
into contact and worked with NYS Depart-
ment of Labor Commissioner Smith and the 
programs she sponsored on work force trans-
formation in the Manufacturing and 
Healthcare sectors. 

Under Commissioner Smith’s able and vi-
sionary leadership, the New York State De-
partment of Labor conceived, launched and 
funded a program known as Regional Work-
force Transformation (13N). This program 
broke new ground in the connectivity be-
tween industry and education. With its in-
dustry-driven initiative structure it created 
an environment for innovation, and increas-
ing skill growth, focused on creating Long 
Island’s future workforce. 

This program is now entering its 2nd year, 
with over 600 individuals having gained a 
wide variety of new and upgraded skills 
training. This has led to the transformation 
of many individual lives with the results 
borne out in job placements and position up-
grades. 

With a strong record of achievement and 
leadership, Patricia Smith has been and out-
standing Commissioner of the NYS Depart-
ment of Labor. With her vision and her en-
ergy, we believe she will make an out-
standing addition to the U.S. Department of 
Labor’s Leadership team and we urge her 
earliest confirmation by the United States 
Senate. 

Yours truly, 
C. KENNETH MORRELL, 

President. 

Mr. HARKIN. Lastly, here is one 
from the U.S. Women’s Chamber of 
Commerce: 

After learning of Ms. Smith’s qualifica-
tions, expertise and the law she has worked 
to uphold, I can clearly see that she is some-
one who would work with conviction to en-
force the laws of the United States of Amer-
ica. Additionally, I am impressed with her 
out-of-the-box thinking in creating programs 
that will keep jobs. We especially need these 
attributes in this time of economic chal-
lenge. 

Please accept Ms. Patricia Smith’s nomi-
nation, and confirm Ms. Smith as Solicitor 
General of the United States Department of 
Labor. 
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It is signed by Margot Dorfman, CEO 

of the U.S. Women’s Chamber of Com-
merce. 

I ask unanimous consent that it be 
printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

U.S. WOMEN’S CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, 
Washington, DC, August 25, 2009. 

Re Nomination of M. Patricia Smith, U.S. 
Department of Labor Solicitor General. 

Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY, 
U.S. Senate, Russell Senate Office Building, 

Washington, DC. 
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: On behalf of the 

U.S. Women’s Chamber of Commerce, our 
500,000 members and the millions of women 
nationwide, I am writing to send our strong 
support for President Obama’s nomination of 
Ms. Patricia Smith, and I urge the Com-
mittee to confirm Ms. Smith as Solicitor 
General at the United States Department of 
Labor. Ms. Smith has demonstrated that she 
is well prepared and qualified for the posi-
tion, and will act on behalf of those who are 
facing unfair labor practices. 

The U.S. Women’s Chamber of Commerce 
represents both working women and women 
businesses owners. While one would think 
that these two constituents would be con-
tradictory in viewpoint, they are not. 

From 1997–2006, the number of women- 
owned firms grew by 42.3% largely due to 
women leaving Corporate America in droves 
in search of equal pay, opportunities for pro-
motions and a family friendly work environ-
ment. What they found instead was more 
barriers to opportunity. In fact, during this 
same time period, the revenues for all 
women-owned small businesses grew only 
4.4%—representing a 38% overall decrease in 
revenues. 

Clearly, women found that business owner-
ship came with a whole new set of challenges 
including the inability to fairly access fed-
eral contracts, capital and affordable health 
care. And, most profoundly, they are faced 
by the growing challenge of competing with 
businesses that undercut their competitive-
ness by engaging in unfair labor practices. 

Those that pay fairly and play fairly do 
not fear Ms. Smith’s no-nonsense approach 
to labor law enforcement. They, in fact, see 
that they are being protected. 

After learning of Ms. Smith’s qualifica-
tions, expertise and the laws she has worked 
to uphold, I can clearly see that she is some-
one who would work with conviction to en-
force the laws of the United States of Amer-
ica. Additionally, I am impressed with her 
out-of-the-box thinking in creating programs 
that will keep jobs. We especially need these 
attributes in this time of economic chal-
lenge. 

Please accept Ms. Patricia Smith nomina-
tion, and confirm Ms. Smith as Solicitor 
General at the United States Department of 
Labor. 

Sincerely, 
MARGOT DORFMAN, CEO. 

Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, it is 
clear that Patricia Smith is eminently 
well qualified. She has been thoroughly 
vetted. We need a Solicitor at the De-
partment of Labor. This nomination 
has been hanging here since last April. 
It is time to move on. But, again, the 
Republicans are exercising their 
right—although I think it is an abuse 
of that right—to drag it out for 30 more 
hours, to keep the Senate in session, 
for no purpose whatsoever other than 
to slow things down in this Chamber. 

To me, that is not a good enough ex-
cuse, when only one person came here 
today to speak against her, and that 
person spoke against her yesterday. I 
read the transcript. Nothing new; same 
stuff. 

I would hope we could collapse this 
timeframe and vote on it, but evidently 
the Republicans are intent on stretch-
ing this out to the maximum 30 hours. 
As I said, it may be their right, but I 
think it is an abuse of that right. 

Mr. President, I yield the floor and 
note the absence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The bill clerk proceeded to call the 
roll. 

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

SANCTIONS AGAINST IRAN 
Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, I have 

sought recognition to express my views 
on the issue of sanctions against Iran. 
The Senate, on the unanimous consent 
calendar last Thursday, passed legisla-
tion calling for sanctions against Iran. 
This was the first opportunity I have 
had to address the subject. I wish to do 
so now. 

The threat posed by Iran armed with 
nuclear weapons is obvious and very se-
rious. It is a threat which applies for 
the region, for the world. It is a vital 
national security interest of the United 
States that Iran not be armed with nu-
clear weapons. It is obviously of great 
importance to Israel that Iran not have 
nuclear weapons in light of the his-
tory—the fact that the Iranian Presi-
dent has called for wiping Israel off the 
face of the Earth. 

I have prepared a comprehensive 
statement of my views on this subject 
in anticipation of the matter coming to 
the Senate floor. I will ask unanimous 
consent to have it printed in the 
RECORD. 

I have been reluctant to call for sanc-
tions because I am a firm believer in 
diplomacy and have undertaken a num-
ber of steps to try to encourage a par-
liamentary exchange between Iranian 
Parliamentarians and Members of Con-
gress. I have been working on that for 
the better part of a decade. The exten-
sive written statement summarizes in 
some detail those efforts. 

I have met with the last three Ira-
nian Ambassadors to the United Na-
tions. I found them all to be highly in-
telligent, to be articulate, to be cor-
dial, and to be interested in a dialog 
and in conversations. I believe if their 
views were reflected by the Iranian 
Government, it would be a very dif-
ferent picture than it is at the present 
time. 

One year I got permission from the 
State Department to have the Iranian 
Ambassador to the U.N. come to Wash-
ington at my so-called hideaway office 
a few feet away from the floor and have 
dinner with Members of Congress and 
the Iranian Ambassador to talk about 

these issues. At one time, there was a 
meeting set between Iranian Parlia-
mentarians and Members of Congress 
in Geneva that was canceled by the Ira-
nian Government. My detailed state-
ment specifies the efforts I have made 
over that period of time. But I think 
we have come to a point now where we 
have to get candidly tough, and we 
have to impose sanctions. 

President Obama said he would give 
Iran until the end of the year—refer-
ring to the year 2009—to come to the 
table. There were some indications 
that Iran would do so. British Prime 
Minister Gordon Brown has made a 
similar statement and, in a sense, they 
have drawn a line in the sand. 

My own personal assessment is that 
we are approaching the point of clear 
and present danger that Iran poses as a 
threat to the region, especially to 
Israel, to the national security inter-
ests of the United States, and to the 
world. So I think it is time that firm 
action be taken. 

We have seen it evolve that gradually 
Russia has moved to join the United 
States, Great Britain, France, Ger-
many, and other nations in moving to-
ward sanctions. China, regrettably, has 
not done so. 

Comments by Secretary of State Hil-
lary Clinton just last week are impor-
tant on this subject. The Secretary of 
State said: 

China will be under a lot of pressure to rec-
ognize the destabilizing effect that a nu-
clear-armed Iran would have in the Persian 
Gulf from which they receive a significant 
percentage of their oil. 

Secretary of State Clinton further re-
marked that a nuclear-armed Iran 
would risk setting off an arms race in 
the Persian Gulf and that it could pro-
voke a military strike from Israel 
which she said she would regard a nu-
clear Iran as an existential threat. 

It has long been articulated that the 
military option is on the table. Israel 
has demonstrated its resoluteness—a 
small nation surrounded by, vastly 
outnumbered by the Arab population, 
still technically at war with many of 
the Arab countries, peace treaties only 
with Egypt and Jordan. Israel dem-
onstrated its capability and willingness 
to take out the Iraq reactor in June of 
1981 and more recently the Syrian in-
stallation which is believed to have 
been working on nuclear weapons. 

Secretary of State Clinton is blunt in 
the grave threat posed by the situation 
that Israel is concerned about with 
Iran becoming a nuclear force. 

I think the time has come to act. In 
the course of my statement, I have 
gone into some detail as to the sanc-
tions and how effective they could be. 
But I think there is no doubt that if 
China joined the United States, Russia, 
Great Britain, France, Germany, India, 
and other nations in imposing tight 
sanctions, financial sanctions on the fi-
nancial institutions, on trade, on sup-
plying gasoline, on supplying Iranian 
needs that the world could make its 
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point. I think Iran would have to capit-
ulate. How much better it is to use eco-
nomic sanctions than to take the mili-
tary option off the table. 

I do believe if the United Nations, 
with China’s concurrence, showed its 
determination to impose sanctions 
that it would have the potential to 
bring compliance by Iran. Russia has 
made a proposal that it would enrich 
Iran’s uranium. If Iran is sincere that 
it does not want enriched uranium for 
military purposes, for a bomb, but only 
wants it for civilian purposes, well, 
take up Russia’s offer to have the ura-
nium enriched by Russia. At one point, 
Iran appeared to be willing to do that. 
Then they revoked the indication of 
willingness. That is still a possibility. 

I had occasion to visit Vienna on two 
occasions—met with the International 
Atomic Energy Agency head, Mohamed 
ElBaradei—to discuss the activities he 
has undertaken. He is a very able, 
skilled international diplomat who re-
cently left that position, which he held 
for years. But Mr. ElBaradei was very 
pessimistic as to what Iran was pre-
pared to do and resisted efforts to have 
the kind of inspections which would 
give assurance. 

I was very reluctant to see sanctions 
imposed on Syria, in the hope that di-
plomacy might work there, but did join 
in those efforts a few years back when 
the matter came up for a vote. 

I had been trying to visit Iran per-
sonally since 1989, at the end of the 
Iran-Iraq war, and in 1989 made my 
first trip to Iraq. In 1990, Senator SHEL-
BY and I had a talk with Saddam Hus-
sein, and it was a very professional 
conversation. Iraq, at that time, had 
just launched a three-power rocket sys-
tem, and I led the conversation by ask-
ing President Saddam Hussein if he 
would be willing to negotiate with 
Israel because they would take out his 
new weapons, just as they had taken 
out his reactor in June of 1981. He dis-
missed it, saying: No, he wouldn’t ne-
gotiate with Israel; they weren’t a bor-
der state. Then he asked me a question. 
He wanted to know why all the Russian 
Jews were going to Israel. I saw him 
shuffling some papers, and I knew he 
knew I was Jewish. I wanted him to 
know I knew that he knew that I knew, 
and so I said: My father was a Russian 
Jew who immigrated to the United 
States, and I believe the Russian Jews 
ought to go wherever they want to go. 
There was a 50,000 limit at the time on 
Russian Jews who could come into the 
United States. 

In the course of an hour-and-a-quar-
ter discussion, it was a substantive 
talk, and I came back and told a num-
ber of my colleagues that I thought we 
ought to have more discussions with 
Saddam Hussein. I don’t know if any-
thing could have deterred him from his 
aggression against Kuwait or his later 
activities, but I have long been a be-
liever in the maxim that you make 
peace with your enemies and not with 
your friends. 

In my work as chairman of the Intel-
ligence Committee in the 104th Con-

gress and work on the Foreign Oper-
ations Subcommittee, I have had the 
privilege of traveling extensively in 
foreign countries and sought out the 
people who might be categorized as our 
enemies. I had a useful talk a few years 
back with Chavez in Venezuela; several 
visits to Fidel Castro in Cuba; con-
versations with Arafat, both in 
Ramallah, Gaza, and when he came to 
Washington, to my office downstairs, 
looking for money from the Foreign 
Operations Subcommittee. I have made 
many trips to Syria, gotten to know 
Hafez al-Assad and Bashar al-Assad; 
had cordial conversations, as one of six 
Senators who visited Syria about a 
month ago to talk to Bashar al-Assad 
about the possibility of a peace treaty. 

I believe Syria could hold the key to 
a peace in the Mideast. Only Israel 
could decide if Israel wants to give up 
the Golan, and they ought to make 
that decision without any pressure 
from the United States or anyone. But 
if Israel should make that decision, 
there could be a great deal gained in 
terms of having Syria stopping the de-
stabilization of Lebanon, stopping the 
support of Hamas, stopping the support 
of Hezbollah. It is a different world 
today than it was in 1967, when Israel 
took the Golan. It is an era of rockets. 
It is not the same strategic impor-
tance. 

But the point I make is, I think di-
plomacy is the way out. But sometimes 
there has to be a carrot and a stick, 
and I think we have come to the point 
where sanctions do need to be imposed, 
and that is why I have joined the ef-
fort. I think the President has given 
fair notice to Iran that they come to 
the table by the end of the year, and we 
are a little past that. 

We, obviously, have problems with 
China on a number of fronts. We have 
problems on the Taiwan issue and our 
sale of arms to Taiwan. We have prob-
lems with them with respect to Tibet 
and our issue of human rights. We have 
very serious problems on trade, and we 
have broader issues on human rights. 
China is emerging as a tremendous 
world power, and we are challenged at 
every line, but I do believe the logic of 
the situation is, it is in China’s inter-
est not to have a nuclear Iran. 

Our CODEL, after visiting in Syria, 
went on to India and talked to Prime 
Minister Singh, who was emphatic in 
agreement that it is not in India’s in-
terest or the world’s interest to have 
an Iran which is armed with nuclear 
weapons. So it is my hope the action 
by the Senate, in voting for sanctions, 
will increase the momentum for sanc-
tions from the United Nations. It can 
only be done in an effective way if 
China is persuaded to go along. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent to have printed in the RECORD my 
full written statement and ask that the 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD recite the lan-
guage I am using now. 

Usually, when summary is concluded 
and the formal statement is put in the 
RECORD, it is changed. If anybody reads 

the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD—and I 
think there is a chance somebody 
does—they wonder why Senator SPEC-
TER is making this repetitious state-
ment; that he has made this statement, 
and here is all this repetition. If you 
put this explanation in, as I have said, 
the reader will know I have summa-
rized and amplified, to some extent, 
and that what follows now is not a rep-
etition as such but the formal state-
ment which was prepared in advance. 

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR ARLEN SPECTER: 
ENHANCEMENT OF SANCTIONS AGAINST IRAN 
Mr. President: There is no question that a 

nuclear armed Iran poses a direct threat to 
the security of the U.S. and its allies, par-
ticularly Israel. It is for this reason that pre-
venting such a situation remains a principal 
focus of mine. Although Iran claims that its 
nuclear program is directed solely toward 
peaceful energy production, the fact that 
this program has been conducted in secret 
and that Iran is a known supporter of certain 
terrorist organizations betrays that asser-
tion. 

I have long been an advocate of the pro-
posal, currently offered to Iran, to have Rus-
sia enrich Iran’s uranium. If Iran’s interests 
with enrichment are benign, as it claims, 
then it should have no problem with Russia 
enriching the uranium to the low levels re-
quired for civilian nuclear power and med-
ical uses. Iran’s refusal suggests otherwise. 
At an Appropriations Committee hearing on 
April 9, 2008, I questioned Secretary of State 
Condoleezza Rice on this proposal: 

Sen. Specter: ‘‘Let me move to . . . Presi-
dent Putin’s proposal to have the Russians 
enrich [Iran’s] uranium. That apparently 
would provide an answer. . . . To what ex-
tent has the Putin proposal been pressed? In 
a sense, if we join Putin and they refuse 
what is really a good offer to have somebody 
else enrich their uranium so that they have 
it for peaceful purposes, but there is a check 
on using it for military purposes—why hasn’t 
that worked?’’ 

Sec. Rice: ‘‘Well, we are fully supportive of 
it, and the president just told President 
Putin that again at Shchuchye, that he is 
fully supportive of the Russian proposal. And 
in fact, not only did President Putin himself 
put that proposal to the Iranians when he 
was in Tehran, his foreign minister went 
back within a few days and put the same 
proposition to the Iranians, which makes 
people suspicious, Senator, that this is not 
about civil nuclear power but rather about 
the development of the capabilities for a nu-
clear weapon. . . . So I think this really 
speaks to the intentions of the Iranians.’’ 

Sen. Specter: ‘‘Well, we agree on that. My 
suggestion would be to try to elevate it. It’s 
been in the media and the press a little, but 
not very much. So if we could elevate that, 
I think you’d really put Iran on the spot that 
they deserve to be on.’’ 

Then, in a May 20, 2009 Appropriations 
Committee hearing, I questioned Secretary 
of State Hillary Clinton on the proposal: 

Sen. Specter: ‘‘Let me come to a question 
with respect to Iran. Prime Minister 
Netanyahu was very pleased with the meet-
ing with President Obama, and the timetable 
which the president has set, looking to the 
Iranian elections as the potential for dia-
logue and holding out the possibility of bi-
lateral dialogue, and I hope you will pursue 
that, and putting a timetable for the first 
time on not waiting indefinitely with all the 
options on the table. And I speak in general-
ities not to beat a tom-tom unnecessarily. 
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‘‘The offer that the Russians made some 

time ago to enrich the uranium, I think, has 
never been pursued or publicized. Perhaps it 
has been pursued, but not known and not 
publicized. But that seems to me to be a per-
fect line. When Iran insists that they’re de-
veloping—enriching uranium for peaceful 
purposes and the Russians can provide for 
them, what conceivable excuse? When they 
resist something so obvious as that, it seems 
that that would be a good wedge to get more 
cooperation from China, Russia and other 
countries. What can be done to pursue Rus-
sian enrichment of their uranium?’’ 

Sec. Clinton: ‘‘Well, Senator Specter, that 
is an option that is being considered within 
the P–5 plus one as well as within our own 
deliberations. We have a broad range of 
issues to discuss with the Iranians if they re-
spond affirmatively to the president’s invita-
tion to do so. And obviously they are in the 
midst of election season. We know what that 
means. So it’s unlikely that we’ll get a re-
sponse or a dialogue going until there is 
some settling of the political scene. But your 
reference to the enrichment potential is one 
that we are exploring.’’ 

Finally, on June 9, 2009, I raised the issue 
with Secretary of Defense Robert Gates at 
an Appropriations Committee hearing: 

Sen. Specter: ‘‘Mr. Secretary, I was in-
trigued with one of the points you made in 
testifying before the Appropriations Com-
mittee on the war supplemental, where you 
said that it would be useful in our dealings 
with Iran to have a missile defense that is 
aimed only at Iran. 

‘‘And that played into the relationship 
that we have with Russia, and it is generally 
recognized that if we’re to be successful in 
dealing with Iran, we’re going to have to 
have cooperation with other countries, per-
haps mostly Russia. We’ve talked before 
about the issue of having Russia enrich 
Iran’s uranium, which Russia has offered to 
do and Iran has declined, as a way of being 
sure that Iran is not moving toward the use 
of enriched uranium for military purposes. 

‘‘A two-part question. Number one, is any 
progress being made on publicizing Russia’s 
offer, which I think has gotten scant—little 
attention? And the Iranian refusal really 
shows—raises the inference of potential bad 
faith. 

‘‘And secondly, where do we stand on ef-
forts to pick up your suggestion that missile 
defense be aimed only at Iran and not at 
Russia, which has given so many political 
problems?’’ 

Sec. Gates: ‘‘First, I think that although 
it’s certainly not been a secret, it has not 
been, I think, widely enough publicized— 
Russia’s offer and Iran’s turn-down of it. And 
I think equally not publicized was the fact 
that the United States indicated that we 
thought that was a pretty good idea and 
would be supportive. 

‘‘With respect to the missile defense, I 
think that the Russian—I still have hope 
that we can get the Russians to partner with 
us on missile defense directed against Iran.’’ 

But, in remarks reported by the New York 
Times on November 18, 2009, Iran’s foreign 
minister, Manouchehr Mottaki, said ‘‘We 
will definitely not send our 3.5–percent-en-
riched uranium out of the country.’’ Then, 
on December 2, 2009, the New York Times re-
ported that Iran’s president, Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad, said on December 1, ‘‘Friendly 
relations with the [International Atomic En-
ergy Agency] are over,’’ and that Iran has no 
duty to report to the United Nations about 
its recently announced plan to build 10 new 
nuclear sites. 

To this point I have resisted calling for in-
creased sanctions because I did not think it 
constructive given the diplomatic climate; 

however, considering Iran’s growing avowals 
that it will not cooperate with the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency or allow for-
eign countries to process its uranium, I 
think it is time to enhance sanctions. The 
international community has offered Iran a 
deal which is more than fair; Iran refuses to 
consent. We cannot make ourselves a tooth-
less tiger. 

I did not come to my decision to support 
the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Account-
ability, and Divestment Act of 2009 (S. 2799) 
lightly. During my tenure in the Senate, I 
have been among Congress’ most ardent ad-
vocates for aggressive diplomacy, believing 
it holds the key to resolving international 
disputes. As I noted in my December 2006 ar-
ticle in The Washington Quarterly titled 
‘‘Dialogue with Adversaries’’: 

‘‘My Senate assignments on the Intel-
ligence Committee and Appropriations Sub-
committee on Foreign Operations have pro-
vided me the opportunity to meet with Syr-
ian President Hafiz al-Asad, Palestinian 
Chairman Yasser Arafat, Iraqi President 
Saddam Hussein, Cuban President Fidel Cas-
tro, Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, and 
others. 

‘‘Those meetings have shown me that peo-
ple are people, even at the highest levels of 
government. They are interested in a candid 
dialogue. They accept differences and dis-
agreements as long as the tone is courteous. 
. . . 

‘‘Sun-tzu’s advice to ‘keep your friends 
close and your enemies closer’ is a good ad-
monition to keep in mind as we approach our 
relationships in the world. . . . It may not 
work, but it is certainly worth a try when 
the stakes are so high and our other stren-
uous efforts are not bearing fruit’’ (p. 9). 

Diplomacy has produced some results 
many thought impossible. Negotiations with 
North Korea have reduced that nation’s nu-
clear threat although that situation remains 
volatile and uncertain. Negotiations have 
moved Libya’s Muammar Qaddafi, with 
whom I met in August 2006, from horrendous 
acts of terrorism, including the bombing of 
Pan Am 103 and a Berlin discotheque, result-
ing in the murder of US military personnel, 
to a willingness to negotiate and reform. 
Libya made reparations in excess of 
$1,000,000,000 and abandoned plans to design 
nuclear weapons in order to be admitted to 
the family of nations. 

This is not the first time I have supported 
sanctions in the region. On November 11, 
2003, I voted for a the Syria Accountability 
and Lebanese Sovereignty Restoration Act, a 
bill to impose sanctions on Syria to hold Da-
mascus accountable for its support for ter-
rorism, its occupation of Lebanon, its illegal 
shipment of arms to Iraq, and its efforts to 
develop weapons of mass destruction. The 
bill became law in December 2003. Regarding 
my vote, I said on the Senate floor on No-
vember 11, 2003: 

‘‘Sanctions are imposed by Congress with 
some frequency. At first blush, this appears 
to be a straightforward affirmative vote, but 
I believe the matter is more complicated 
than that, and I have come to the view after 
having traveled to Syria almost every year 
since 1984, and after having had considerable 
contact with the Syrian Government. After 
considering the matter at some length, I 
have decided that I will vote in favor of the 
Syrian Accountability Act because the prob-
lems of terrorism are so serious and because 
I believe that Syria needs to do more’’ (p. 
S14403). 

Prior to my vote on the Syrian Account-
ability Act, I wrote to Syrian President 
Bashar al-Assad on September 17, 2003: 

WASHINGTON, DC, 
SEPTEMBER 17, 2003. 

His Excellency BASHAR AL-ASSAD, 
President, Syrian Arab Republic, 
Damascus, Syria. 

DEAR PRESIDENT ASSAD: I write to inform 
you of growing concern in the United States 
Senate about Syria and the fact that the 
Syrian Accountability Act now has 76 co- 
sponsors. I had discussed this proposed legis-
lation some time ago with your Ambassador 
to the United States. I had refrained from 
co-sponsoring the Syrian Accountability Act 
on the premise that we should try to work 
out the problems without resorting to legis-
lation calling for sanctions. 

Yesterday, Undersecretary of State John 
R. Bolton submitted testimony to the House 
of Representatives’ International Relations 
Committee that Syria is permitting ‘‘volun-
teers’’ to pass over your border into Iraq 
where those so-called volunteers are intent 
on killing U.S. troops. This follows Adminis-
trator L. Paul Bremer’s statement on August 
20th that Syria is allowing ‘‘foreign terror-
ists’’ to cross Syria’s borders into Iraq. 

When you met with Secretary of State 
Powell last May, there was an understanding 
that Syria would shut Damascus offices of 
Hamas, Islamic Jihad and other terrorist 
groups. In June, Secretary Powell stated 
that Syria’s efforts to shut these offices were 
‘‘totally inadequate’’. The Bush Administra-
tion which had opposed the Syrian Account-
ability Act now is neutral, taking no posi-
tion. 

After extensive dealings with your father, 
President Hafez al-Assad, since the 1980s and 
with you on our meetings in the past several 
years, I have tried to assist in finding an-
swers to these difficult problems. With the 
Syrian Accountability Act gaining so much 
support, it is my hope that your Government 
will respond to the concerns outlined in this 
letter before the U.S. Government resorts to 
sanctions. 

I call these matters to your personal atten-
tion with the hope that prompt action can be 
taken by Syria to resolve these problems. 
The United States greatly appreciated the 
help that Syria provided to our intelligence 
services after September 11, 2001 in our fight 
against al-Qaeda. 

Sincerely, 
ARLEN SPECTER. 

It is my hope that Congress’ passage of the 
Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Account-
ability, and Divestment Act would effect 
change in Tehran before the implementation 
of additional sanctions would be necessary, 
as sanctions invariably impact more people 
than just the leaders responsible for shaping 
a country’s policy. 

During my time in the Senate, I have 
pushed hard to engage Iran diplomatically. I 
have tried to visit Iran since the Iran-Iraq 
War ended in 1988, with my first attempts 
coming during my visits to Iraq in January 
1989 and January 1990, but I have not yet suc-
ceeded. Going back to 2000, I have met re-
peatedly with Iranian officials in an effort to 
foster an exchange of visits by members of 
Congress to Iran and Iranian parliamentar-
ians to the United States to try to open dia-
logue between our two countries. On May 11, 
2000, I joined nine other senators in writing 
to Iranian Ambassador Hadi Nejad 
Hosseinian proposing such an exchange (at-
tached). I followed this with a meeting with 
Ambassador Hosseinian on May 31, 2000. On 
October 17, 2001, I hosted Ambassador 
Hosseinian in my Senate hideaway with Sen-
ator Mike DeWine, former Representative 
Lee Hamilton, Ambassador William Miller, 
and Representative Bob Ney. On November 
18, 2002, I had lunch with Ambassador Zarif 
at the Wilson Center at an event hosted by 
former Representative Lee Hamilton. 
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As I wrote in the Washington Quarterly in 

December 2006, ‘‘I thought my efforts finally 
came to fruition in January 2004 when plans 
were made for U.S. members of Congress to 
meet with Iranian parliamentarians in Gene-
va. Unfortunately, Tehran later rescinded 
the invitation, declaring it was ‘not on their 
agenda’ ’’ (p. 10). I met in New York City 
with Ambassador Hosseinian’s successor, 
Ambassador Javad Zarif, in October 2006 and 
February 2007. On May 3, 2007, I joined eight 
colleagues in Congress writing to Gholam Ali 
Haddad Adel, then the speaker of Iran’s par-
liament, to propose again ‘‘a diplomatic ex-
change between members of the United 
States Congress and Parliamentarians from 
the Islamic Republic of Iran’’ (attached). I 
followed this with a personal letter to Aya-
tollah Khamenei on October 16, 2007 (at-
tached). Again, the offer was rebuffed (at-
tached). My efforts to facilitate engagement 
continued with meetings with the current 
Iranian ambassador to the UN, Mohammed 
Khazaee, in February and December 2008. 

On January 2, 2008, I traveled to the head-
quarters of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency in Vienna with IAEA Director Gen-
eral Mohamad ElBaradei to discuss the Ira-
nian issue. On January 22, 2008 I discussed 
my meeting with Mr. ElBaradei on the Sen-
ate floor: 

‘‘When solicited about his views on Presi-
dent Putin’s idea to have Russia handle 
Iran’s nuclear material, he stated that Iran 
did not reject it but that they wanted their 
own capability. He suggested that an accept-
able security structure must be negotiated 
with Iran to deter them. The [Director Gen-
eral] agreed that it is not acceptable for Iran 
to have nuclear weapons and that his job was 
to verify that the program is clean and under 
IAEA inspections. 

‘‘I pressed him on Iran’s devious behavior 
in the past to conceal nuclear efforts and 
asked if we can ever be 100 percent sure. He 
stated that you can never be 100 positive but 
that he thinks Iran has things to tell him 
and that he has told them they should come 
clean. 

‘‘The Director General suggested that di-
rect U.S.-Iranian negotiations should begin 
immediately to resolve the impasse. The 
U.S. and international community need to 
understand what the nuclear issue means to 
Iran with respect to its position in the re-
gion and the world, that there needs to be an 
understanding of the repercussions and that 
it must be done in a manner that allows all 
sides to save face. 

‘‘We discussed Secretary Rice’s pre-
condition that the U.S. would only meet 
with Iran if they halt enrichment. He said 
there must be middle ground to bring the 
parties together on this issue. He emphasized 
that sanctions alone won’t resolve the situa-
tion and only makes people more hawkish. 
Iran’s concealment of its [research and de-
velopment] program, according to the Direc-
tor, led to a confidence deficit in the inter-
national community. 

‘‘I asked about the capabilities of an in-
spection regime given Iran’s substantial size. 
He confirmed the need to have a robust 
verification system on the ground. 
[El]Baradei stated that the Additional Pro-
tocol to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Trea-
ty (NPT) was helpful but that Iran stopped 
implementing it. The Additional Protocol 
was the result of an IAEA initiative to bet-
ter constrain NPT member-states’ ability to 
illicitly pursue nuclear weapons after secret 
nuclear weapons programs in Iraq and North 
Korea exposed weaknesses in existing agency 
safeguards. That effort eventually produced 
a voluntary Additional Protocol, designed to 
strengthen and expand existing IAEA safe-
guards for verifying that non-nuclear-weap-

on states-parties to the nuclear Non-
proliferation Treaty (NPT) only use nuclear 
materials and facilities only for peaceful 
purposes. He stated that the Protocol gives 
him a good handle on Iran’s nuclear program 
in that it provides access to additional facili-
ties and information’’ (p. S74). 

Following up on this conversation, I spoke 
with Mr. ElBaradei over the phone when I 
was in Vienna in January 2009, again fol-
lowing travels in the Middle East. On Janu-
ary 12, 2009, I said on the Senate floor: 

‘‘A year ago, I had an opportunity to meet 
with IAEA Director Mohamed ElBaradei. He 
was out of town when we were there [in 2009]. 
I had a conversation with him by telephone 
on the issue of the efforts by the IAEA to 
conduct the inspections and that at the mo-
ment Iran is not cooperating and, further, 
international action needs to be taken to be 
sure Iran does meet its obligations under 
international agreements and that there are 
adequate safeguards to prevent Iran from de-
veloping a nuclear weapon.’’ 

On November 26, 2009, shortly before step-
ping down from his position at the IAEA, Mr. 
ElBaradei said, ‘‘I am disappointed that Iran 
so far has not agreed’’ to proposals to ship 
nuclear material out of Iran, ‘‘[W]hich I be-
lieve are balanced and fair and would greatly 
alleviate the concerns relating to Iran’s nu-
clear program’’ (Reuters, 11/26/09). 

Our offers of diplomatic engagement, and 
the limited United Nations sanctions en-
acted to date, have not ended Iran’s nuclear 
ambitions. I voted on September 26, 2007 in 
favor of an amendment to the Fiscal Year 
2008 Department of Defense Authorization 
Bill to encourage the U.S. State Department 
to place the Islamic Revolutionary Guards 
Corps on its list of foreign terrorist organiza-
tions, as well as to expedite the enforcement 
of U.N. Sanctions mandated by December 
2006 and March 2007 United Sanctions Secu-
rity Council Resolutions, in the hope that 
this could bring about positive change. Un-
fortunately these efforts have not done 
enough, and for that reason, with the desire 
to avoid greater military conflict in the Mid-
dle East, I think more comprehensive sanc-
tions are necessary. 

If any sanctions are to be effective, they 
will need to be supported by the other per-
manent members of the UN Security Coun-
cil, particularly Russia and China. While 
‘‘Neither [Russia nor China] thinks Iran’s 
missiles are aimed at them,’’ as the Econo-
mist noted in a December 5, 2009 editorial, 
both would suffer from the instability that a 
nuclear armed Iran would bring about. The 
Economist editorial concluded, ‘‘Do nothing 
to give Iran pause and one way or another its 
illicit ambitions will eventually destabilize 
the entire Middle East.’’ 

It is important that the next round of 
sanctions be measured. As RAND scholar 
Alireza Nader noted in a September 30, 2009 
paper, ‘‘Additional sanctions may create 
popular resentment against the government, 
and may even increase protests and opposi-
tion stemming from Iran’s disputed presi-
dential election.’’ The New York Times high-
lighted this dissent on December 8, 2009 when 
it ran a headline stating, ‘‘Thousands Defy 
Iranian Authorities in Protests and Clashes 
at Campuses.’’ Edward Alden, a trade expert 
at the Council on Foreign Relations, told Po-
litico on September 29, 2009: 

‘‘A coordinated sanctions effort by the U.S. 
and Europe could put tremendous pressure 
on Iran. After 9/11, the Treasury developed 
new tools that forced banks and other finan-
cial companies around the world to cut ties 
to charities that were deemed to be sup-
porting terrorist groups. Those same tools 
were turned against North Korea in 2005, ef-
fectively cutting off what little capability 

the regime had to engage in foreign commer-
cial transactions. For a country like Iran 
that depends so heavily on oil exports, simi-
lar actions against the companies that in-
sure outgoing shipments from Iran could 
have a devastating economic impact.’’ 

On July 22, 2009, Patrick Clawson of the 
Washington Institute for Near East Policy 
told the House Committee on Foreign Af-
fairs: 

‘‘For several years, Iran’s economy was 
cushioned from foreign pressure by the high 
price of oil. That has changed as oil prices 
have declined and Tehran’s poor policies 
have exacerbated serious structural weak-
nesses. The most likely prospect is that dur-
ing the next few years, Iran’s economy will 
face serious problems. Foreign economic 
pressure could add to those problems. Fur-
thermore, Iranian public opinion is likely to 
exaggerate the impact of the foreign pres-
sure and to blame the Ahmadinejad govern-
ment’s hardline stance for the country’s eco-
nomic difficulties’’ (1). 

‘‘[T]here is every reason to expect public 
opinion to lay the blame for the economic 
problems on the Ahmadinejad government. 
Already, reform politicians blame that gov-
ernment for isolating Iran from the world. If 
Iran is forced to reduce imports substan-
tially, the most likely popular reaction will 
be to blame hardliners for the problems.’’ (6). 

‘‘Foreign pressure cannot cause Iran’s 
economy to collapse, nor should that be our 
goal. But such pressure may well be able to 
contribute to what is becoming an intense 
debate inside Iran about the wisdom of a 
confrontational and isolationist policy to-
wards the international community. That 
debate offers the best prospect for a fruitful 
resolution of the nuclear impasse, because 
those who want Iran to join the world are 
not willing to pay a high price for a nuclear 
program which they increasingly see as part 
of the Ahmadinejad agenda, not part of a na-
tional project’’ (6). 

We must be careful with sanctions so as to 
not play into the hands of the Iranian leader-
ship, who would very much like to blame 
Iran’s current economic struggles on the 
West. As the Economist noted on December 
5, 2009, ‘‘ . . . Mr. Ahmadinejad is just now 
having to contemplate ending ruinous petrol 
subsidies to balance his books and would be 
delighted to blame the pain on foreigners 
. . . [A] UN-backed embargo on investment 
in Iran’s oil and gas industries would hurt 
badly, and signal resolve. So would a ban on 
weapons imports. And Iran’s repeated breach 
of nuclear safeguards is surely justification 
for ending nuclear trade with its regime.’’ 

Time to find a diplomatic solution is run-
ning out. On September 25, 2009, United King-
dom Prime Minister Gordon Brown said, 
‘‘Confronted by the serial deception of many 
years, the international community has no 
choice today but to draw a line in the sand.’’ 
On the same day, President Barack Obama 
said, ‘‘We weren’t going to duplicate what 
has happened in North Korea, in which talks 
just continue forever without any actual res-
olution to the issue.’’ ‘‘[T]he Iranian govern-
ment,’’ President Obama said, ‘‘must now 
demonstrate through deeds its peaceful in-
tentions or be held accountable to inter-
national standards and international law.’’ 

On November 30, 2009, United States Am-
bassador to the United Nations, Susan Rice, 
told reporters: 

‘‘There has been an engagement track 
which we have been very actively engaged in, 
but there is also a pressure track. And as 
Iran makes choices that seem to indicate 
that it is not at this stage ready and willing 
to take up the offers on the engagement 
track then we will put greater emphasis on 
the pressure track. Time is short, and we are 
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serious about implementing to the fullest ex-
tent that dual track policy.’’ 

‘‘We will continue . . . to consult with our 
P5 + 1 colleagues both in capitals and else-
where. I think the President and other lead-
ers have been quite clear that we would take 
stock at the end of the year and see where we 
are. And I think as the indications mount 
that Iran is not yet in a position to take up 
the very concrete and constructive offers 
that have been put to it by the P5+1 and by 
the IAEA, it seems more likely that we will 
be on the pressure track, even as the door re-
mains open to Iran to accept those offers.’’ 

On December 7, 2009, Israeli Prime Minister 
Binyamin Netanyahu told members of the 
Knesset, ‘‘In the last year, two things have 
happened: Iran has advanced its military nu-
clear program, and Iran has lost its legit-
imacy in the eyes of the international com-
munity,’’ adding that preventing Iran from 
securing a nuclear arsenal was Israel’s ‘‘cen-
tral problem,’’ according to a December 8, 
2009 article in the Jerusalem Post. 

Israel did not agree with the 2007 US Na-
tional Intelligence Estimate on Iran’s nu-
clear program which concluded that Iran 
halted its nuclear weapons program in 2003. 
The New York Times noted on December 5, 
2007 that then Israeli Defense Minister Ehud 
Barak rejected the American assessment of 
‘‘moderate confidence’’ that Tehran had not 
restarted its nuclear weapons program by 
mid–2007 and that the end of the program 
‘‘represents a halt to Iran’s entire nuclear 
weapons program.’’ Defense Minister Barak 
said, ‘‘It is our responsibility to ensure that 
the right steps are taken against the Iranian 
regime.’’ ‘‘As is well known, words don’t stop 
missiles,’’ he continued. Assessments may 
differ, Mr. Barak said, ‘‘but we cannot allow 
ourselves to rest just because of an intel-
ligence report from the other side of the 

Earth, even if it is from our greatest friend.’’ 
According to a December 11, 2007 New York 
Times article, ‘‘Israeli intelligence estimates 
say Iran stopped all its nuclear weapons ac-
tivities for a time in 2003, nervous after the 
American invasion of Iraq, but then resumed 
those activities in 2005, accelerating enrich-
ment and ballistic missile development and 
constructing a 40–megawatt heavy-water re-
actor in Arak that could produce pluto-
nium.’’ 

According to a December 5, 2009 article in 
the Economist, ‘‘Last year Israel carried out 
a long-distance military air exercise over 
Greece that looked like a rehearsal for ac-
tion in Iran. In June [2009] a missile-carrying 
Israeli submarine ostentatiously sailed 
through the Suez Canal.’’ These military ex-
ercises, coupled with Israel’s public disagree-
ment with the US over intelligence esti-
mates on Iran’s nuclear program and Prime 
Minister Netanyahu’s recent public com-
ments, show that Israel’s security calculus 
differs from our own. Time to find a diplo-
matic solution is running short; Israel—like 
every other nation—will act in defense of 
what it sees to be its own best interests. 

Iran’s continued nuclear program is a tick-
ing time bomb. All parties—Iran included— 
will benefit from its end. On this state of the 
record, enhanced sanctions, with the goal of 
ending Iran’s nuclear program and pre-
venting wider conflict in the Middle East, 
are our best option. 

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, I yield 
the floor, and in the absence of any 
other Senator seeking recognition, I 
suggest the absence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to 
call the roll. 

Mr. CASEY. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

JOB LOSS 

Mr. CASEY. Mr. President, I rise to 
speak about job loss in the United 
States but in particular some of the in-
dividuals—the real people and real 
families—across our State whom I have 
met in the last couple weeks and who 
have told some of their stories about 
how they are struggling in this reces-
sion. 

Unfortunately, just in terms of num-
bers, they have not gotten better in our 
State. We went a long period of time, 
when at least as a percentage of those 
who were out of work, we were fortu-
nately in the bottom tier or in the mid-
dle. At least we didn’t have double- 
digit unemployment. That is changing, 
to a large extent. We are not in the 10 
percent number that most of the coun-
try is, but we are at about 8.9 percent 
right now. We got some regional num-
bers today. Our State is divided into 14 
labor markets and, unfortunately, in 
almost every one of them, that number 
keeps going up. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent to have printed in the RECORD a 
two-page summary of the unemploy-
ment data from Pennsylvania. 

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

REGIONAL LABOR MARKET DATA 
[Seasonally Adjusted—December 2009] 

Labor force Employment Unemployment Rate 
(percent) 

United States (Civilian—Dec 2009) ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 154,235,000 139,339,000 14,895,000 10.01 
Pennsylvania (Dec 2009) .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 6,310,100 5,750,600 559,500 8.9 
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton-NJ (Carbon, Lehigh, Northampton plus Warren County, NJ) ..................................................................................................................................... 416,100 375,300 40,700 9.8 (+.5) 
Altoona (Blair) ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 63,400 58,400 5,000 7.9 (+.3) 
Erie (Erie) .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 138,000 124,200 13,800 10 (+.6) 
Harrisburg-Carlisle (Cumberland, Dauphin, Perry) .................................................................................................................................................................................................. 280,500 258,200 22,300 7.9 (+.4) 
Johnstown (Cambria) ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 67,700 61,300 6,400 9.4 (+.3) 
Lancaster (Lancaster) ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 262,400 242,200 20,200 7.7 (+.2) 
Lebanon (Lebanon) ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 70,200 65,200 5,000 7.1 (+.1) 
Philadelphia Metro (Not full MSA; excludes non-PA; Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, Philadelphia) ........................................................................................................ 1,945,200 1,781,100 164,100 8.5 (+.1) 
Pittsburgh (Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver, Butler, Fayette, Washington, Westmoreland) ....................................................................................................................................... 1,199,600 1,104,100 95,300 7.9 
Reading (Berks) ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 199,900 181,100 18,800 9.4 (+.3) 
Scranton/W-B (Lackawanna, Luzerne, Wyoming) ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 278,800 251,700 27,100 9.7 (+.3) 
State College (Centre) .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 74,200 69,700 4,500 6.0 (+.1) 
Williamsport (Lycoming) ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 53,900 53,100 5,800 9.8 (+.6) 
York-Hanover (York) .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 224,000 204,200 19,800 8.9 (+.3) 
Philadelphia .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 624,800 556,800 67,900 10.9 
Pittsburgh (not seasonally-adjusted) ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 151,100 139,000 11,100 7.4 (¥.1) 
Allegheny County ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 628,600 581,500 47,100 7.5 (+.1) 
Lackawanna County .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 105,900 96,100 9,800 9.2 (+.2) 
Luzerne County .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 158,700 142,700 16,000 10.1 (+.4) 
Lehigh County ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 174,700 157,800 16,800 9.6 (+.2) 
Dauphin County ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 134,300 123,300 10,700 8.0 (+.2) 

Mr. CASEY. Mr. President, I will 
highlight one or two regions to give a 
sense of the gravity of the problem. 

In southeastern Pennsylvania, we 
have two major regions that have had 
very strong economies over time. The 
Philadelphia metropolitan region—the 
city of Philadelphia—and the suburban 
counties have done well economically, 
but that number is going up. The total 
number of unemployed is over 164,000 
Pennsylvanians in that corner of the 
State. That is about 5 counties—164,000 
people. 

Just above that and north of that in 
the Lehigh Valley—the Allentown, 
Bethlehem region—they are at 9.8 per-

cent, with some 40,700 people out of 
work. In my home area of northeastern 
Pennsylvania—north of the Lehigh 
Valley—we received reports today of 
the job market going up to 9.7 percent 
unemployment, the highest in 17 years. 
You could go across the State and hear 
the same story. 

So the numbers are going higher. Of 
course, that means the challenges, the 
misery, and the heartache for those 
who have lost their jobs are only ris-
ing. 

We have to meet that challenge. Part 
of meeting that challenge is not just 
addressing it in terms of policy—I will 
talk about that tonight for a couple of 

minutes—but also to try to understand 
as best we can from the distance of 
Washington, but even when you are, as 
I was, sitting in the same room more 
than a week ago with eight of our un-
employed Pennsylvanians. I will just 
give two examples. 

One individual sitting right across 
from me, his name was Ron. He was 
laid off last April. He is 61 years old. 
His was one of the most compelling 
stories in terms of where he was with a 
job and where he is today. Before he 
was laid off, he managed a staff of 12 
people. Over the course of his long and 
successful career, he worked in various 
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management positions, at inter-
national trade groups, manufacturing 
facilities, and rental companies. 

During my conversation with Ron, he 
talked about his fear that his wide ex-
perience seemed to be working against 
him in this labor market. Ron was 
earning more than $100,000 before he 
was laid off. Today he and his wife are 
currently getting by with her earnings 
in a clerical job and his unemployment 
compensation, which amounts to just 
$40,000. In his life it is a $100,000 income 
versus now a $40,000 income. 

I also met Annetta. She was just on 
my right as we were talking to these 
eight individuals. She had a lot of en-
ergy and vigor. You could tell she was 
a very good employee. She worked for 
a retirement home until she was laid 
off. Annetta has been using her time to 
study to be a CNA, certified nurses 
aide, through the Yorktown School of 
Technology. In order to obtain her cer-
tification, Annetta had to pay for a 
final exam and a physical. She didn’t 
have the money to up-front the costs of 
those tests and thus could not obtain 
her certified nurses assistant certifi-
cation. 

According to Annetta, the most frus-
trating part of her situation is that she 
has the experience of a certified nurse 
from a previous employer who did not 
require formal certification. But I was 
particularly touched by her comments 
that, as a single person, Annetta fears 
having no one to fall back on in these 
tough times. Also, her embarrassment. 
We would always say to her or anyone 
in this situation: You shouldn’t be em-
barrassed. You are in a very difficult 
situation. You have lost a job through 
no fault of your own. 

But, of course, that is not the way 
she sees it in terms of what she feels in 
her heart. She does feel a sense of em-
barrassment over having to turn to 
churches for food. That is why we have 
an increase in food stamps. We legis-
late to do that because it is not only 
good for that individual, taxpayers 
have an added economic benefit from 
an increase in food stamps and an in-
crease in unemployment insurance, 
just to name two examples. 

What strikes me most about the sto-
ries that each of these individuals told, 
but in particular as I cite them to-
night, Ron and Annetta, they are look-
ing for work in the worst job market in 
modern times, but they speak very 
candidly about their fears. But mostly 
they talk about the incredible efforts 
they have made to get back to work. 

I know the Presiding Officer would 
remember the presentation that Presi-
dent Obama made to us in December, 
on a Sunday. We were meeting in a 
caucus about health care and he came 
over to talk to us. He talked about 
meeting individuals who were out of 
work in another part of Pennsylvania, 
in Allentown, at a job site. What he 
said in early December was very simi-
lar to what I heard in late January, 
and that is these are individuals who 
are out of work through no fault of 

their own. They are working and strug-
gling, leading lives of tremendous 
struggle and sacrifice and heartache, 
but they are not complaining. They are 
determined to get a job. They are fill-
ing out scores and scores of applica-
tions—sometimes being rejected for-
mally and sometimes hearing nothing 
at all. That is the life they are leading. 

I think the President’s visit and 
other visits by some of us in the Senate 
are confirming that sense of deter-
mination, that sense of gratitude they 
have that there are programs to help 
them while they are unemployed, but 
also a tremendous resilience and abil-
ity to live and work through this strug-
gle. 

What do we do? We could cite their 
cases and say how much we hope their 
prospects will improve. We could con-
tinue to enlarge and expand, as we 
must and we should, a safety net. We 
could pass other legislation. But I 
think one of the best ways to jump- 
start job creation is to provide signifi-
cant tax incentives to employers, lots 
of employers out there who want to 
hire, who want to invest in their busi-
ness, who want to maybe move people 
up who have done a good job and in-
crease their payroll in that way—but 
especially to hire more people, to hire 
folks who are out of work. 

I believe the best way to do that, not 
the only way but the best way, is to 
pass legislation like the bill I intro-
duced yesterday, the Small Business 
Job Creation Tax Credit Act. It is rath-
er simple, but I think the impact of it 
could be substantial—a very substan-
tial number of jobs created. What this 
act does is provide a nonrefundable 
quarterly payroll tax credit based upon 
an increase in the employer’s wages 
that are paid. It would be a 1-year bill. 
It would be in effect for 1 year so it is 
very targeted in terms of the time. The 
credit would apply to an employee’s 
wages up to the Social Security base of 
$106,800—that would be the limit of 
what you could count for the tax cred-
it. If you had fewer than 100 employees, 
you would get a 20-percent credit; more 
than 100 employees, 15 percent. 

We know as we have heard today and 
on so many other occasions that the 
driver of our economy tends to be al-
most overwhelmingly small business. 
In Pennsylvania, if you look at a 3-year 
period from 2003 to 2006, small busi-
nesses accounted for more than 91 per-
cent of the job creation. So we know 
that by giving small businesses a 20- 
percent tax credit for those with under 
100 employees, that can have a substan-
tial benefit for those employers, obvi-
ously, for those who can obtain work, 
and I think in a larger way our econ-
omy. We put a limit on the credit. One 
company could not have more than $1⁄2 
million by way of a credit. You would 
basically compare one quarter in 2010, 
for example, versus that corresponding 
quarter in 2009. 

We know one of the referees around 
here is the Congressional Budget Of-
fice, maybe the main referee, in terms 

of how legislation is given a price or a 
score or a number, so to speak. The 
Congressional Budget Office has said 
that a tax credit based upon an in-
crease in payroll would have the great-
est positive impact on America’s gross 
domestic product and employment, 
when compared to other job creation 
strategies. 

I believe Congress should pass a job 
creation tax credit to reduce up-front 
labor costs. This credit could provide 
for one small business, just one busi-
ness alone, a 20-percent job creation 
tax credit. 

Other economists across the board, 
the Economic Policy Institute as well 
as others, have estimated that a job 
creation tax credit would create ap-
proximately 40 percent more jobs than 
other proposals. 

Finally, I would make a point about 
how it works. Sometimes we pass legis-
lation around here and we do not often 
think about how it works in the real 
world—the real world of being an em-
ployer, the real world of hiring people 
and making ends meet, meeting your 
bottom line, getting your product out 
the door, all of the real-world chal-
lenges our employers face. 

The way this would work is, every 
employer is familiar with what the IRS 
calls form 941. It is just one of many 
forms we hear about. But all we would 
need to do, if we pass this tax credit, is 
to have a line or two added to that 
form. The employer would fill it out 
quarterly and see it right in front of 
him. He wouldn’t have to hire a team 
of lawyers or tax accountants or other 
experts, he would just fill that in and 
be eligible and receive the credit. 

It is vitally important that we take 
these steps for people such as Ron, 
whom I spoke of before, and others as 
well, such as Annetta and those indi-
viduals I have met. I know the Pre-
siding Officer has met individuals in 
the State of Colorado and across our 
country who are facing similar chal-
lenges. 

Especially when we see more and 
more the rise in these job loss indica-
tors, to have headline after headline 
say: Highest job loss in 17 Years, high-
est job loss in 20, in 23, in 25 years— 
these are just headlines I have seen 
over the last couple of weeks in Penn-
sylvania. To see that, it is not enough 
to say we will weather the storm and 
we will try to provide a safety net. We 
have to have a safety net, but I believe 
we have to have very targeted and fo-
cused strategies that are not theo-
retical. 

We know this will work. We have 
prior evidence and experience with it. 
We need to pass the Job Creation Tax 
Credit to jump-start the creation of 
jobs this year, in 2010, in the next cou-
ple of months and throughout the year. 

Mr. President, I yield the floor and 
suggest the absence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll. 
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Mr. CASEY. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

ORDER OF PROCEDURE 
Mr. CASEY. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that on Thursday, 
February 4, after the opening of the 
Senate and the Senate proceeds to ex-
ecutive session and resumes consider-
ation of Calendar No. 474, the nomina-
tion of Patricia Smith to be Solicitor 
of the Department of Labor, all 
postcloture time be considered expired 
except for 20 minutes, with that time 
equally divided and controlled between 
Senators HARKIN and ENZI or their des-
ignees; that upon the use or yielding 
back of time, the Senate then proceed 
to a vote on confirmation of the nomi-
nation; that upon confirmation, the 
motion to reconsider be considered 
made and laid upon the table, no fur-
ther motions be in order, and the Presi-
dent be immediately notified of the 
Senate’s action; that there be 2 hours 
of debate prior to a cloture vote with 
respect to Calendar No. 188, the nomi-
nation of Martha Johnson to be Admin-
istrator of the GSA, with the time 
equally divided and controlled between 
the leaders or their designees; that 
upon the use of time, the Senate then 
proceed to a vote on the motion to in-
voke cloture on the nomination; that if 
cloture is invoked, all postcloture time 
be yielded back and the Senate then 
immediately vote on confirmation of 
the nomination; that upon confirma-
tion, the motion to reconsider be con-
sidered made and laid upon the table, 
no further motions be in order, the 
President be immediately notified of 
the Senate’s action, and the Senate 
then resume legislative session. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

f 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 

EXECUTIVE CALENDAR 
Mr. CASEY. I ask unanimous consent 

that the Senate proceed en bloc to Ex-
ecutive Calendar Nos. 654, 661, 667, to 
and including 685, and all nominations 
on the Secretary’s desk in the Air 
Force, Army, Marine Corps, and Navy; 
that the nominations be confirmed en 
bloc, the motions to reconsider be laid 
upon the table en bloc; that no further 
motions be in order; that any state-
ments relating to the nominations be 
printed in the RECORD; that the Presi-
dent be immediately notified of the 
Senate’s action and the Senate resume 
legislative session. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

The nominations considered and con-
firmed en bloc are as follows: 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
Robert William Heun, of Alaska, to be 

United States Marshal for the District of 
Alaska for the term of four years. 

Willie Lee Richardson, Jr., of Georgia, to 
be United States Marshal for the Middle Dis-
trict of Georgia for the term of four years. 

IN THE AIR FORCE 
The following named officer for appoint-

ment in the United States Air Force to the 
grade indicated under title 10, U.S.C., section 
624: 

To be brigadier general 

Col. Kory G. Cornum 
The following named officer for appoint-

ment in the Reserve of the Air Force to the 
grade indicated under title 10, U.S.C., section 
12203: 

To be major general 

Brig. Gen. Carol A. Lee 
The following named officers for appoint-

ment in the Reserve of the Air Force to the 
grade indicated under title 10, U.S.C., section 
12203: 

To be major general 

Brigadier General Eric W. Crabtree 
Brigadier General Wallace W. Farris, Jr. 
Brigadier General Craig N. Gourley 
Brigadier General David S. Post 
Brigadier General Donald C. Ralph 
Brigadier General Jon R. Shasteen 
Brigadier General Richard A. Shook, Jr. 
Brigadier General James N. Stewart 
Brigadier General Lance D. Undhjem 

The following named officer for appoint-
ment in the Reserve of the Air Force to the 
grade indicated under title 10, U.S.C., section 
12203: 

To be brigadier general 

Col. Dixie A. Morrow 
The following named officer for appoint-

ment in the Reserve of the Air Force to the 
grade indicated under title 10, U.S.C., section 
12203: 

To be brigadier general 

Col. Paul S. Dwan 
The following named officers for appoint-

ment in the United States Air Force to the 
grade indicated under title 10, U.S.C., section 
624: 

To be brigadier general 

Col. Daniel B. Fincher 
Col. David C. Wesley 

The following named officers for appoint-
ment in the Reserve of the Air Force to the 
grade indicated under title 10, U.S.C., section 
12203: 

To be brigadier general 

Colonel Gary C. Blaszkiewicz 
Colonel Arthur C. Haubold 
Colonel Michael D. Kim 
Colonel Linda S. Marchione 
Colonel Richard O. Middleton, II 
Colonel Robert N. Polumbo 
Colonel Jane C. Rohr 
Colonel Patricia A. Rose 
Colonel Peter Sefcik, Jr. 
Colonel James F. Smith 
Colonel Edmund D. Walker 
Colonel William O. Welch 

The following named officer for appoint-
ment as Deputy Judge Advocate General of 
the Air Force and appointment in the United 
States Air Force to the grade indicated 
under title 10, U.S.C., section 8037: 

To be major general 

Brig. Gen. Steven J. Lepper 
The following named officer for appoint-

ment in the United States Air Force to the 
grade indicated under title 10, U.S.C., section 
8081: 

To be major general 

Col. Gerard A. Caron 
The following named officer for appoint-

ment in the United States Air Force to the 
grade indicated and for appointment as the 
Judge Advocate General of the Air Force 
under title 10, U.S.C., section 8037: 

To be lieutenant general 

Brig. Gen. Richard C. Harding 
The following Air National Guard of the 

United States officers for appointment in the 
Reserve of the Air Force to the grades indi-
cated under title 10, U.S.C., sections 12203 
and 12212: 

To be major general 

Brigadier General Samuel C. Heady 
Brigadier General William E. Hudson 
Brigadier General Gary T. Magonigle 
Brigadier General James M. McCormack 
Brigadier General Alex D. Roberts 
Brigadier General Gregory J. Schwab 

To be brigadier general 

Colonel Carl F. Bess, Jr. 
Colonel Gregory J. Biernacki 
Colonel James C. Blaydon 
Colonel Francis X. Carillo 
Colonel Deborah L. Carter 
Colonel Robert F. Cayton 
Colonel William J. Crisler, Jr. 
Colonel Gregory L. Ferguson 
Colonel James E. Fredregill 
Colonel Anthony P. German 
Colonel Ann M. Greenlee 
Colonel Mark D. Hammond 
Colonel Richard N. Harris, Jr. 
Colonel Mark E. Jannitto 
Colonel Larry R. Kauffman 
Colonel Jon K. Kelk 
Colonel David T. Kelly 
Colonel John E. Kent 
Colonel Donald M. Lagor 
Colonel Michael E. Loh 
Colonel Constance C. McNabb 
Colonel Clayton W. Moushon 
Colonel Phillip E. Murdock 
Colonel John E. Murphy 
Colonel Gerald E. Otterbein 
Colonel Martin J. Park 
Colonel Nicholas S. Rantis 
Colonel Robert L. Shannon, Jr. 
Colonel Cassie A. Strom 
Colonel Gregory N. Stroud 
Colonel Thomas A. Thomas, Jr. 
Colonel Carol A. Timmons 
Colonel Steven J. Verhelst 
Colonel Tony L. West 
Colonel Robert S. Williams 
Colonel Michael A. Webbema 

IN THE ARMY 
The following named officer for appoint-

ment in the United States Army to the grade 
indicated under title 10, U.S.C., section 624: 

To be major general 

Brig. Gen. Mary A. Legere 
The following named officer for appoint-

ment in the United States Army to the grade 
indicated while assigned to a position of im-
portance and responsibility under title 10, 
U.S.C., section 601: 

To be lieutenant general 

Maj. Gen. Thomas P. Bostick 
The following named officer for appoint-

ment in the United States Army to the grade 
indicated while assigned to a position of im-
portance and responsibility under title 10, 
U.S.C., section 601: 

To be lieutenant general 

Maj. Gen. Robert L. Caslen, Jr. 
The following named officer for appoint-

ment in the Reserve of the Army to the 
grade indicated under title 10, U.S.C., section 
12203: 

To be major general 

Brig. Gen. Steven W. Smith 
The following named officer for appoint-

ment in the Reserve of the Army to the 
grade indicated under title 10, U.S.C., section 
12203: 

To be major general 

Brig. Gen. William D. Frink, Jr. 
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